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1 Legal Notice

© HYDROMETER GmbH Ansbach / Deutschland / 2007-2013 / All rights reserved

The name IZAR@NET™, the IZAR@NET™ software and this userguide are protected by
copyright. Please adhere to the Software Transfer- and License Contract.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Icons in this Document
The following icons are used in the document:

Icon Meaning

Attention; the instruction must be followed by any means.

A note which you should observe in particular

A tip which can help to simplify working with IZAR@NET.

2.2 What is the IZAR@NET Software?
The IZAR@NET software is the PC software for the HYDROMETER GmbH radio system. It covers
the administration of meter and customer data for the measuring points recorded by radio. It
organizes so-called drive-by tours with the help of the mobile recording device HYDRO-POCKET
and it reads data from a Fixed Network installation. It provides a way to transfer this data to
software systems that process it (e.g. billing software or EDM systems).

IZAR@NET is the follow-up version to the IZAR@NET 3 and Sappel IZAR 1 software.

As well as a new appearance, the main difference between IZAR@NET and the preceding version
is that it is now fully supporting M-Bus interfaces and the new IZAR@Mobile Pocket Software.

Note
Due to the configurability of IZAR@NET, it is possible that the
screenshots displayed here are slightly different from your
IZAR@NET program.

The IZAR@NET software is copy-protected by a hardware protective plug (USB dongle). Without
this copy protection, the program cannot be run.

2.3 System Requirements
The following data are understood as a recommendation for normal usage. Depending on the
application, it is possible that other configurations may be used, or be necessary. In particular with
respect to maximum performance and data security. Where necessary you may contact us with
specific questions (see Customer Support).

Operating systems supported:

Microsoft Windows XP SP3 - 32bit• 
Microsoft Windows 2003 Server R2 SP2 - 32bit• 
Microsoft Windows Vista SP2 - 32bit (no official support, because not released by Oracle
for XE)

• 

Microsoft Windows 2008 Server R2 - 32bit/64bit (no official support, because not released
by Oracle for XE)

• 

Microsoft Windows 7 - 32bit/64bit (no official support, because not released by Oracle for
XE)

• 
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Note
Note For licensing reasons we are not permitted to provide this
software for the installation. If you have a current POCKET
hardware, this software is enclosed to it. Otherwise you may
obtain this software on the Microsoft home page. Otherwise you
may obtain this software on the Microsoft home page.

Hardware (recommended up to 10000 meters and a daily reading):

Single-Core Processor with at least 3 GHz
or Dual-Core Processor with at least 2,6 GHz
or Quad-Core Processor with at least 2,5 GHz
or comparable

• 

4 GByte main memory• 
at least 20 GByte free disk space• 
Monitor with a resolution of 1024x768• 
2 spare USB ports• 
DVD-ROM drive• 
Network adaptor with TCP/IP network (static IP address, no DHCP)• 

Caution
Some graphic adapters also use main memory, that is not
available for the application. Please consider this when trying to
meet the system requirements.

Caution
The Oracle Database 10g XE supports only up to 4GB (approx.
1000 meter at daily reading for 2 years). For larger amounts
please contact support.

2.4 Installation
To be able to carry out the installation, you must log in as a user with administrator privileges. If
you do not know if you have administrator privileges, please contact your system administrator. If
you do not have the appropriate rights, the installation is aborted with an error message.

Another prerequisite for the installation is that your PC is equipped with an NTFS file system. If this
is not the case, there is a way to create such a file system (Windows command CONVERT). In this
case you should also contact your system administrator.

Caution
Before you start the installation, quit all other programs!

Caution
During the installation a dongle has to be accessible.

The programs contained in the Start->Programme->IZAR@NET menu are as follows:

IZAR@NET Manual
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Program Meaning
IZAR@NET The IZAR@NET software

Uninstall A program to uninstall the IZAR@NET software

OracleExport A programm for export of the database

As database system for IZAR@NET ORACLE 10g Express Edition is installed. The following
database users with administrator rights are installed:

Names: system and sys
Password: hydroradio3!

Caution
After the installation the name of the machine on which
HydroRadio is installed may not be changed. Otherwise
IZAR@NET can not be started and needs to be re-installed.

2.4.1 Further Clients
Please insert the IZAR@NET CD-ROM into your computer drive. If the program does not start
automatically you must start the installation file IZAR@NET_Client_Only_Installation.exe manually.

Example (D:\ is the CD-ROM drive):

start->run

D:\IZAR@NET_Client_Only_Installation.exe

Note
During the installation of further clients, the same dialogs will
open as in the installation of servers or workstations (see Server
and Workstation). Only before the system has to be rebooted, the
following dialog will open.

Dialog for configuring the database connection to the sever

In the dialog, the field Database User and Database Password are prefilled with default values of a
standard installation. If the connection parameters were changed, you have to enter the new
values here.

IZAR@NET Manual
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Click Server in order to specify the IZAR@NET server's network address. The following dialog will
open.

Dialog for configuring the server's address.

After having confirmed the address by clicking OK you may test the connection by clicking Test. If
the connection could be established successfully, the following dialog will open. Otherwise a dialog
showing an error description will open.

Confirmation of the connection

Finally click Save to set the new parameters and click Close to exit the dialog. After that, the
installation continues.

Note
The dialog for configuring the connection parameters can be opened at
every time. The program can be found in the IZAR@NET installation
directory as tools\DatabaseTool.exe

2.4.2 Server and Workstation
Note
The installation as workstation and the installation of the server
with the client / server installation mode is run identical.

Please insert the IZAR@NET CD-ROM into your computer drive. If the program does not start
automatically you must start the installation file IZAR@NET_Installation.exe manually.

Example (D:\ is the CD-ROM drive):

start->run

D:\IZAR@NET_Installation.exe

After the installation program has been started, you are asked to select the language for
installation. Select this accordingly.
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Dialog to select language

After you have pressed OK a welcome message appears, in which you are requested to quit any
programs which may be running.

After clicking on Next the license agreement is displayed. To continue with the installation you
must accept the conditions. If you do not agree with the license agreement, click on Cancel.
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Dialog for license agreement

In the following dialog you can change the installation directory. The default program directory is
shown.

Note
ORACLE 10g Express Edition is always installed in the standard
directory oraclexe, which is located on the same drive as your
software installation.
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Dialog to select target directory

If you now click on Install the selected components are installed. Several windows will open, which
are closed again automatically.

Caution
These windows must not be closed manually!

Caution
During the database installation a browser window will open
showing a login dialog to the database system, this window must
be closed manually!
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Status display dialog

As soon as all components have been successfully installed you are asked to restart the computer.
But you may perform a restart later on.

Caution
Only start IZAR@NET after you have performed a restart!
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Closing installation dialog

Click on the Finish button. Now the installation is complete.

Caution
If a firewall software is installed on your server system, you have
to open port 1521 in the firewall configuration. This port is needed
for the database communication.

2.4.3 Update of an installation
To be able to carry out the installation, you must log in as a user with administrator privileges. If
you are not sure about your administrator rights, please consult your system administrator. If you
do not have the appropriate rights, the installation is aborted with an error message.

Another prerequisite for the installation is that your PC is equipped with an NTFS file system . If
this is not the case, there is a way to create such a file system (Windows command CONVERT). In
this case you should also contact your system administrator.

Caution

Before you start the installation, quit all other programs!
Take care of running background tasks.

• 

Stop IZAR@NET.• 
Backup your system. (Create a backup or image. Check
its validation).

• 
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During the installation a dongle has to be accessible.• 
Oracle must be running in your system.• 
Client-Server applications are installed first on the server,
then on the client.

• 

During the update several tasks are performed in
intermittend opening windows.
Do not abort or stop these tasks.

• 

2.5 Program Start
Start the IZAR@NET software with:

start->All Programs->IZAR@NET->IZAR@NET

or:

Double click on the  icon placed on your desktop.

You are taken to the login window.

Caution
After the start of your computer, the database system ORACLE
10g Express Edition takes a few minutes to be online, within this
time the start of IZAR@NET may fail. An appropriate error
message will inform you. Please wait a few minutes until you try
to restart IZAR@NET.
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System login

The user ID and password are preset. These are:

User ID admin

Password radio

After you have correctly entered the user ID and password and then pressed the Return key, the
program starts.

Note
You must distinguish between upper and lower case for the user
ID and password. For example, 'Admin' or 'ADMIN' are not valid
user IDs.

Note
The same login ist used on the IZAR@mobile PDA.

Note
The software is licensed for a specific number of users (see
section License Information). If you have more meters in your
system than your license entitles you to (e.g. through a migration
or a pocket import), then you will see a corresponding error
message at regular intervals, from when you first start the
program.
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2.6 License Information
The IZAR@NET software, as well as the database used, are not subject to any current license
fees. This means that the version you have acquired can be used with no time restrictions.

Other parameters, such as the maximum number of meters that you can manage with the
program, depend on the item you have purchased.

You can find out what items are available from our Support (see section Customer Support).

The license information valid for your program is stored in the hardware protective plug (USB
dongle). You may find the also under: Help->License->License information

Attention
With client / server installation mode the dongle may be attached
to any client. This client does not need to be online the whole
time, it is sufficent if it is logged on once a month. Otherwise the
license will be deactivated until the next logon of this client.

If you want to increase the maximum number of meters that can be used ("Upgrade"), you should
proceed as follows:

Start IZAR@NET.

Open Menue Help->License->Licensedata.

The following dialog will appear:

1. 
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Note the serial number from the corresponding field.2. 
Contact Customer Support) and order the required module.3. 
Forward the serial number to our support team.4. 
You will receive an email with an attached license file..5. 
Start IZAR@NET at that PC which is connected to the Dongle.

Open menue Help->License->Import License.

The following wizard opens:

Enter the path of the license file which you received from our support center. Press Next.

6. 

In case that the license file is valid, the included information will be written to the dongle.7. 

2.7 Customer Support
Our customer support can be reached at:

Address: HYDROMETER GmbH

Industriestr. 13

91522 Ansbach (Germany)

Telephone: + 49 981 1806 0

Fax: + 49 981 1806 605

Email: info@hydrometer.de

Internet: www.hydrometer.de

Note

IZAR@NET Manual
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If you want to contact the support, please have your program
information (program version, license,...) to hand. The
information data can be obtained in the menu Help->About (see
section About)
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3 Main Window
After a successful login you will see the main window of IZAR@NET.

Basic structure of the main window

The IZAR@NET main window is basically the same as a Windows standard application window.

Beneath the Title bar the Menu bar can be seen, from which all program functions of IZAR@NET
can be run (see Menu Bar and Icons).

This includes the Main toolbar. This is the same in all views. It contains the icons for quicker
access to central program functions.

The View area of the data begins below the main toolbar.

Various view areas are possible, each of which provide different Views of how data is represented.
You can switch between different views via a tab. You can see the current view from the tab
highlighted. (The individual views of IZAR@NET are explained in more detail in section Views ).

The view area in each view is split horizontally in two, similar to the Windows File Explorer. On the
left is a Selection list in which files are arranged hierarchically. On the right is a Viewer window in
which detailed data belonging to the file selected is displayed.

If no selection has been made in the selection list (e.g. after login or switching to a different view),
then a picture appears in the viewer window, as shown above in the figure. When navigating in the
selection list, the viewer window adjusts to the selection, as shown in the following figure:
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The display in the selection window depends on the selection in the selection list

The selection list is explained in more detail in section Selection List and the basic structure of the
viewer window is explained in section Viewer Window.

Note
You can change the size ratio between the selection list on the
left and the viewer window on the right by positioning the mouse
on the right edge of the selection list. When the mouse cursor
changes, you can - as is the Windows standard behavior -
enlarge or reduce the selection list in size by holding the left
mouse button down and moving the cursor. The viewer window
changes in size accordingly.

3.1 Views
With the tab you can switch between different views (see section Main Window)

The following objects are dependent on the view:

The toolbar in the selection list• 
The tree structure (how the data is displayed, depending on the filter criteria)• 
The overview data shown in the viewer window• 
The columns in the table in the viewer window• 

has the following views by default:IZAR@NET
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View Description

 Customer name Customers by name

 Customer number Customers by customer number
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 Customer group Customers by customer group

 Roundtrip Tours
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 Meters-Medium Meters by medium/type

 Meters-No Meters by number
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3.2 Menu Bar and Icons
You can access all program functions through the menu bar. Each program function is marked with
an icon. To access program functions more quickly there are toolbars in which these icons are
used as buttons. Clicking on the corresponding icon will start the corresponding program function.

Note
There are two locations for toolbars:

the main toolbar, which is present in all views,• 
a view-specific toolbar (see also Selection List).• 

The following table summarizes all the program functions and their icons:

Icon Meaning / Program Function Menu Bar Item
Print current selection

(see Print)
System->Print

Exit IZAR@NET

(see Exit)
System->Exit

Send data to pocket

(see Tour to pocket)
Import / Export->Tour to pocket

Send data to Workabout PRO

(see Tour to PRO)
Import / Export->Tour to PRO

Send startup tour to pocket

(see Startup tour to pocket)

Import / Export->Startup tour to
pocket

Get data from pocket

(see Tour from pocket)
Import / Export->Tour from pocket

Get data from Workabout PRO

(see Tour vom PRO)
Import / Export->Tour from PRO

Export data

(see Export)
Import / Export->Export

Import data

(see Import)
Import / Export->Import

Import tour data from file

(see Tour from file)
Import / Export->Tour from file

Read data from a Fixed Network installation

(see Fixed Network)
Import / Export->Fixed Network
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Import data from M-Bus networks

(see M-Bus interface)
Import / Export->M-Bus interface

Create new chart window or add new graph
to a chart

(see Add graph)

Extras->Charts->Add graph

Edit existing charts

(see Chart configuration)
Extras->Charts->Chart configuration

Alarm Monitoring

(see Alarm Monitor)
Extras->Alarm->

Alarm action configuration

(see Alarm action configuration)

Extras->Alarm Monitor->Alarm action
configuration

Configuration of alarm monitors

(see Create alarm monitor)

Extras->Alarm monitor->Create alarm
monitor

Assignment of meters to alarm monitor

(see Assign meters to alarm monitors)

Extras->Alarm monitor->Assign
meters to alarm monitor

Export meters and meter values into Google
Earth maps

(see Map Export)

Extras->Map Export

Create a new customer

(see Create customer)

Administration->Customer->Create
customer

Delete customer

(see Delete customer)

Assign customer to meter

(see Assign meters to customer)

Administration->Customer->Assign
meters to customer

Create a new tour

(see Create tour)
Administration->Tour->Create tour

Delete tour

(see Delete tour)

Assign tour to meter

(see Assign meters to tour)

Administration->Tour->Assign meters
to tour

Create new tour from selected data

(see Tour from tree selection)

Administration->Tour->Tour from tree
selection
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Create new meter

(see Create Meter)
Administration->Meter->Create Meter

Delete meter

(see Delete meter)

Export database to a file

(see Export database to file)

Administration->Database->Export
database to file

Import database entries from a file

(see Import database from file)

Administration->Database->Import
database from file

Check the database consistency

(see Analyze database)

Administration->Database->Analyze
database

Migrate legacy data from IZAR@NET V2.x

(see Migrate V2.x)

Administration->Database->Migrate
V2.x

Migrate legacy data from Sappel IZAR V1.x

(see Migrate Sappel IZAR V1.x)

Administration->Database->Migrate
Sappel IZAR V1.x

Clear obsolete log files

(see Clear obsolete log files)

Administration->Maintenance->Clear
obsolete log files

Delete files that are no longer needed

(see Delete unused files)

Administration->Maintenance->Delete
unused files

Thin out stored meter values in the database

(see Data reduction)

Administration->Maintenance->Data
reduction

Configuration of the current table view

(see Table configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Table
configuration

Configuration of the visible functions in the
toolbar

(see Toolbar configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Toolbar
configuration

Configuration of accessible wizards

(see Wizard configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Wizard
configuration

Assign configuration of exports and imports
to buttons in the toolbar

(see Exchange configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Exchange
configuration

Change the active language of the software

(see Change language)

Administration->Configuration->Change
language
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Select the columns that are shown on the
pocket within the tour view

(siehe Pocket column configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Pocket
column configuration

Select the PDA used for data collection

(see Select PDA)

Administration->Configuration->Select
PDA

Export configuration from database

(see Import configuration to database)

Administration->Configuration->Import
configuration to database

Import the configuration in the database

(see Table configuration)

Administration->Configuration->Table
configuration

Save the selection of the current table to file

(see Save selection)

Activity logging

(see Activity logging)

Administration->User->Activity
logging

Activity
logging

Administration of users

(see User)
Administration->User->

User groups

(see User groups)
Administration->User->User groups

Open online help

(see Help)
Help->Help

Open and show the applications' log file

(see Show log file)
Help->Show log file

Launch tool for remote maintenance by a
service technician

(see Remote service)

Help->Remote service

List license details and the licensed software
modules

(see License information)

Help->License->License information

Import license details from a file

(see Import license)
Help->License->Import license

Export license details to a file

(see Export license)
Help->License->Export license

Info about IZAR@NET

(see About)
Help->About
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Tip
If you are not too familiar with the icons at the beginning, you
should also read the small notes ("Tool tips"), which are shown
when you place the mouse over the icon (see also Tool Tips).

3.3 Tool Tips
A tool tip about user elements is shown if you place the mouse cursor over the element for a short
time, as the example in the following figure illustrates.

Example of a tool tip in the toolbar

The tool tip disappears after a while, or immediately if it is an operating element such as an icon,
and it is clicked.

Tip
Tool tips can be useful, for example, for

Tool tips on the icons in the toolbars• 
Tool tip for the table columns in the viewer window (place
cursor on the column header)

• 

Tool tip for the views (place cursor on the tab name)• 
Tool tip for input fields (plays cursor on the input field)• 
Brief note on alarm icons• 
Error messages with input fields• 

3.4 Selection List

Example of a selection list

IZAR@NET Manual
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With the selection list you can select the data for which you want to see information in the viewer
window.

It is used as a filter for the entire database and is built up hierarchically. With each hierarchy level
the filter provides more restriction.

The selection list has a view-specific toolbar at its top edge.

Right-aligned you will always find the following icon:

Icon Meaning

Refresh view

Left-aligned you will find icons that are dependent on the corresponding view (see section Views).

The following icons are used in the tree of the selection list:

Icon Meaning

Customer

Customer group

Tour

Tour group

Meter

Meter group

Energy meter

Cold meter

Hot/Cold meter

Heat meter

Gas meter

Electricity meter

Compressed air meter

Oil meter

3.5 Viewer Window
The display in the selection window depends on the selection in the selection list (see Main
Window).

As soon as detailed information on the selection is available it is shown in the viewer window.

The viewer window is split vertically into two parts:
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Structure of the viewer window

In the top part, general Overview data is displayed, and in the lower part of the corresponding
Individual data is listed in a table.

3.5.1 Overview Data

The area for overview data can be expanded by clicking on . Additional overview data is then
displayed, as shown in the following figure:
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Expanded overview data

By clicking on  the area for overview data can be reduced in size.

Within views with measured values, with  you can modify saved values or you can create new
values (see Edit measured values).

Within views of tours, customers and meters, with  and  you can assign comments and flags
to datasets (see Comments or Flags).

By clicking on  the overview data can be edited. The editing fields can now be seen, as shown
in the following figure:
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Editing mode for overview data

Note
The types of input fields which are in principle available in the
forms of IZAR@NET are shown in Input Concepts

Note
Please note that some fields may not be edited in editing
mode.

The editing mode can be closed in different ways, with:

Icon Description

Discard changes

Save changes

If there is no overview data for a selection, then the overview area will be omitted, as illustrated in
the following figure:
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viewer window without overview data

3.5.2 Individual Data
Individual data is listed in a table. In the overview row of the table, the following icons may appear
in addition to the column text:

Icon Meaning
Changes the unit for the values displayed in the column.

The current unit is shown to the left of the icon. Clicking on the icon displays a selection list
containing all possible units. Here you can select a different unit. The values in the table are
then converted accordingly. The following figure shows an opened units selection list.

Sorts the column.

Clicking on the icon sorts the table.

The column is sorted ascending.

Clicking on the icon sorts the table descending.

The column is sorted descending.

Clicking on the icon sorts the table ascending.
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Selection list for units

A special column represents the display of alarms. For each type of alarm there is a particular icon
displayed at fixed position within the column. In this way alarms that go off at the same time can be
seen immediately.

In IZAR@NET the following alarm icons are used:

Icon Meaning

Unknown alarm

Temperature alarm

Dimension alarm

Leakage alarm

Manipulation alarm

Minor software alarm

Main software alarm

Minor hardware alarm

Main hardware alarm

Battery charge alarm

Communication alarm

If texts or values cannot be shown in full due to the column width, then you will see '...' at the end .

Note
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You can alter the width of the columns by placing the mouse
between two columns in the header row. When the mouse cursor
changes, you can - as is the Windows standard behavior -
enlarge or reduce in size the column width to the left of the cursor
by holding the left mouse button down and moving the cursor.
The other columns change in size accordingly. This change of the
column width is reset to default after leaving the view, in order to
change the sizes permanently use the table configuration (see
Table configuration).

3.6 Input Concepts
The main input concepts are explained in this Chapter.

Note
The main input concepts explained here are valid everywhere in
the program. They apply not only to the main window, but also to
any opened wizards (more details on wizards can be found in
section Wizards).

3.6.1 Text Fields
IZAR@NET has both writable and read-only text fields. Writable text fields have a light
background, read-only text fields have a blue background. In the following figure the text field
Meter number is read-only, for example, whereas the Meter ID text field can be edited.

Editing mode: writable and read-only text fields
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3.6.2 Checkboxes
IZAR@NET has checkboxes which can be activated and deactivated by click. In the following
figure shows an activated checkbox.

Activated Checkbox

3.6.3 Incorrect Input
For some text fields, a check is made during input to see whether the value just entered is valid.

The text field turns red as soon as an error is detected in the input.

Tip
If the text field is red, the text field tool tip will contain a note
about the error. The tool tip appears if you place the mouse
cursor on the text field colored red.

The following figure shows an example of this.

Incorrect input

The coloring is automatically removed as soon as the value is changed to a valid value.
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Note
The same marking is also used for so-called mandatory fields.
Mandatory fields are absolutely essential input fields for the data
set.

Note
This mechanism is also used for data fields requiring a unique
value, such as customer number.

3.6.4 Date Field

Date fields are marked with the  icon which appears to the right of the text field.

By clicking on  , a small calendar window opens.

Calendar window

You can select a date from the calendar window.

The calendar window has the following buttons available:

Icon Meaning

Setting the months

Setting the years

Choose current day (today)

Return discarding settings

Return with settings
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3.6.5 List Field

A list field appears in IZAR@NET as a text field with a  button. If you click on  , a drop-down
value list opens.

IZAR@NET has two types of list fields:

A list field with fixed values (see List Fields with Fixed Values)• 
A list field with extendable values (see List Fields with Extendable Values)• 

3.6.5.1 List Fields with Fixed Values
The following figure shows a List field with fixed values in the Medium field.

List with fixed values

In a List field with fixed values the values in the unfolded list are predefined.

The list folds open if you click on the  icon.

If you click on a value in the list with the mouse, this value is inserted in the text field and the list
closes.
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3.6.5.2 List Fields with Extendable Values
The following figure shows a List field with extendable values in the Customer group field.

List with extendable values

In a List field with extendable values other values can be added to the values in the unfolded list.

To see the current values in the list, click on  so that the list opens up.

There are basically three ways to set values:

Select a value from the list by clicking with the mouse in the open list on the desired value.
This value is then inserted into the text field and the list closes.

• 

To select a new value which is then included in the list , enter the value in the text field and
then press the Return key. , enter the value in the text field and then press the Return
key.

• 

If you want to select a new value which should not be included in the list, enter the value in
the text field and then leave it by clicking with the mouse in another field., enter the value
in the text field and then leave it by clicking with the mouse in another field.

• 

Note
Note that the new value is only available the next time you open
the list if you have left the text field by pressing the Return key!

3.7 Selecting Data
In IZAR@NET, selections are marked dark blue, as can be seen in the following figure:
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Selected meters in the selection list and selected table rows in the viewer window

To make your selection, use the Windows standard options of shortcuts and mouse clicks, listed in
the following table:

Keys / mouse
action

Item selected

Left mouse
button click

one row

Shift-left mouse
button click

area joined together, e.g. click mouse on the first row, then Shift key-left
mouse button click on the fourth row => will highlight row 1-4 in the table

Ctrl-left mouse
button click

several non-adjacent rows, e.g. click with mouse on first row, then Ctrl-left
mouse button click on the fourth row => highlights rows 1 and 4 in the table,
row 2 and 3 are omitted.

Note
The selection list in the main window and the table in the viewer
window both allow multiple selection, i.e. you can select several
objects at once here.

The selection lists in the wizards allow only an individual
selection.
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3.7.1 Context Menus
In certain views, context menus offer functions which can be used directly on the selected data.
This is implemented in the individual data view and the selection list. The functions that may be
called from the context menu depend on the current data. You may open the contex menu by
selecting one or more data rows and rightclicking with your mouse within the selection.

Context menu on the individual data view

Typical functions of the context menu are to print and to export data, or to save the current
selection to a file.

3.7.2 Changing Data
To change existing data, use the editing mode in the viewer window, as shown in the following
figure:

Note
General notes on the overview window can be found in section
Overview Data.
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Carry out the following individual steps:

Select an appropriate view, such as customer view, to change customer data.1. 
Select the data record you want to change from the selection list, for example, a specific
customer.

2. 

If you click in the viewer window on , you are taken to the editing mode.3. 
Make your changes here.4. 

Save these changes by clicking on .5. 
In the reduced view of the overview window the data have now been changed accordingly.

To update the view in the selection list, click on .

6. 

3.7.3 Changing Meter Values
You can see all saved measured values for the selected meter in the dialog. Within the list each
measured value can be edited or deleted. As well, new values can be created for each timestamp.
To facilitate working with the list, you may narrow the presented period. Therefor you have to
activate the checkbox Choose time slot, after that you can set the period exactly.
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Dialog for editing measured values

Click  to create a new measured value and the following dialog will open, with that you have to
define read-out date and time of the new value.

Date selection for a new value

A measured value will be deleted, if you click  .

To change a value, you have to double click the field you want to change. If you double click the
field Timestamp the dialog for setting date and time will open. Double click the alarm field and the
following dialog for setting the alarm state will open.
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Changing alarms

Measured values itself can be edited in the list by directly double clicking the field.

Changing the measured value

The changes become active with  . To finally save the changes and to leave the dialog, click

.

3.7.4 Flags
Flags facilitate the handling of mass data and help to find certain data easily. Therefore flags can
be used as filter criterias for imports and exports.

The following type of datasets can be flagged:

Customers• 
Tours• 
Meters• 

In the overview data area (see Overview Data) of these data sets, with  all available flags can
be seen and can be set or reset with the checkboxes (see Checkboxes) next to the flags.
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For customers, tours and meters the following freely definable flags can be used:  ...  . For
meters, this additional predefined flags are available:

Faulty: • 

Not for billing: • 

To be exchanged: • 

Additionally flags can be assigned with comments (see Comments). With comments you sepcify
the meaning of the freely definable flags and for the predefined flags you can add specific

commands or meanings. With  behind every flag, the edit mode of the comment will open. You
can add as many comments as you want, you may also remove them again.

3.7.5 Comments
Comments can be used to keep notes or remarks of states or actions.

The following type of datasets can be assigned with comments:

Customers• 
Toures• 
Meters• 

A comments caontains this entries:

Time: The entry can be used to store when the comment was created or e.g. until when an
action was done or has to be done.

• 

Type: The entry specifies what kind the comment is, possible values are ERROR, INFO,
MESSAGE, WARNING.

• 

User: The entry may contain who created the comment or for whom the entry is
designated.

• 

Text: This entry is the comment.• 

In the overview data area (see Overview Data) of these data sets, with  all available flags can
be seen. In order to edit, delete or create new comments, with  the edit mode will open.

With the following dialog you can enter comments:

Edit comments

With  you can delete comments. With  you get input fields for a new comment. Existing
comments can edited directly in the input fields.

The input of the time will be facilitated by a date field (see Date Field).

The changes will be saved, whne the dialog is left with  . With  all changes will be discarded.
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3.8 Data analysis
IZAR@NET offers several analyses or filtered views for the stored data. The analyses are selected
or parameterized with the list fields and the date field of the main toolbar.

Controls for the data analysis

The first list field controls the selection of the data theme, which is the filter that is that is applied to
the data. The second list field controls the time slice of the data theme. Useful time slices were
pre-configured. Moreover you can define an individual time slice according to your needs.

Data theme Meaning

Standard view
There is no filtering, all data is shown (also the selection of the time slice
remains unregarded).

Timeable standard view
All data of the standard view is shown, but limited according to the
selected time slice.

All alarms Only meters, having an alarm within the time slice are shown.

Annual consumption For the selected time slice, the consumptions per year are calculated.

Monthly consumption For the selected time slice, the consumptions per month are calculated.

Missing meters
Only meters, not having a measured value within the time slice are
shown. (According to your configuration, a separation between energy
and water meters may be possible)

Time period Meaning
Current month The period ends at the current day and begins at this day one month ago.

Current year The period ends at the current day and begins at this day one year ago.

current quarter The period ends at the current day and begins at this day three month ago.

Last month The period ends at the last day of the last month and begins at its first.

Last year The period ends at the last day of the last year and begins at its first.

Last quarter The period ends at the last day of the last quarter and begins at its first.

Manual selection
The time period can be set individual. This setting is done with the date field,

which can be opened by clicking the  icon.

The data analysis is applied to all table views, when selecting a data theme, all the tables are
filtered. You may change the data themes at any time. For resetting the view to the default, select
the Standard view data theme.
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Columns in the data-analysis

Please keep in mind that the shown start- and end-values in the data analysis view might only be
virtual values (don't exist in the database). They are necessary though to calculate the relevant
consumptions. In the example above the columns Volume start time, Volume start value, Volume
end time and Volume end value hold intermediate results for the calculation of the nightly
consumption Volume consumption. Feel free to remove the columns that you don't need.
If a start- or end-value stays empty, not all for the analysis needed measurement values are
available. This might be a result of incomplete readings.
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4 Wizards
If you start a program function in IZAR@NET, you will often be guided step-by-step by a wizard
through the program. The wizard asks you in turn for all the parameters which are required to
perform the function.

There is a dialog for each step, that is, the wizard runs through a series of dialog boxes. If all

parameters have been set, a  button is activated. The function is only run if you

click on the  button. Before this you can cancel the procedure at any time with

.

The following figure shows the principle structure of an wizard dialog.

The main structure of a wizard

In the Title bar the name of the current wizard is shown.

Beneath this is the editing area, split into two. On the left there is an illustrative static Image; on the
right is the Editor window in which you can set data. Further information on the editor window can
be found in section Editor Window.

A navigation bar is located on the bottom edge of the dialog box. You can use this to navigate
through the individual editing steps. section Navigation Bar explains the navigation bar in detail.
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4.1 Navigation Bar
The navigation bar contains the following buttons:

Icon Meaning
Scrolls one step backwards, i.e. the dialog of the preceding editing step is
opened.

Scrolls one step forward, i.e. the dialog of the next editing step is opened.

Ends the setting of parameters and starts the function.

Cancels the wizard.

Displays a help topic.

4.2 Editor Window
In the editor window, data is configured for a step in the wizard. There is a short explaination on
this at the top edge of the editor window. Other contents of the editor window are represented in a
different form, depending on the type of data configured (see section Import / Export menu, for
example).

4.3 Selecting Data
If the wizard is started, it opens with the current selection from the main window. You can further
restrict file selection in the wizard, based on this selection.

Tip
If you want to assign meters only to a specific customer group, for
example, then you can select this group first in a customer view

and then run the assignment function (  ). This simplifies the
workflow, since the amount of data in the wizard is restricted from
the beginning, so you have a better overview. In the same way
you can perform specific exports (see Export)
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5 Details for Handling
Note
If the configuration of a meter has changed, the changes are only
visible in IZAR@NET after having read the meter again with an
installation or startup tour. An automatic tour is prepared within
IZAR@NET and can only react on known parameters.
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6 System Menu
In the System menu you will find general, global program functions of IZAR@NET.

6.1 Print
With the System->Print menu item or with the icon  in the main toolbar or in the context menu
you can print the current selection in the individual data view. For printing, you can select several
lines in the table, if you want to print the whole table you need not to select all lines explicitly.

In the following dialog you can define the settings for the print.

Dialog for print settings

With the settings in the Format section, at first you can specify the paper size, for which the print is
calculated. According to your choice, the printed page will be filled to end up with an optimal result.
As page orientation you can choose either landscape or portrait format. The setting Vertical pages
controls the spreading over pages of the printed table. If you select Table settings, the table will
be printed as wide as it is shown an the screen, this may end up in several vertical pages.

In the section Page margin you can set the spacing between the page borders and the printed
area in millimeter. The page margins can be defined for bottom, top, left and right independently.

The entry in the text field Headline will be printed on each page. If you activated the checkbox
Print headinfo also the overview data is printed additionally to the individual data.

With the list field Print what you can define whether only the selected rows from the individual data
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view are printed or all rows, independently of the selection.

The output format is set with the list field Export to. Available formats are:

Printer - Output data to the printer• 
Excel (Single) - Data is stored as file in the Excel format, where the data is stored in a
single sheet

• 

Excel (Multi) - In the Excel file, the data is spread over several sheets• 
HTML - The HTML format can be viewed with an internet browser• 
PDF - The data in PDF format may be opened e.g. with the Acrobat Reader• 
Viewer - A preview window is opened, showing the later print result without further
activities

• 

If you select an output format, where a file is generated, an input field for a file name and path
appears under the list field for the format .

In order to abort the print wizard, click . Click , in order to start
the print, the following progress view is opened.

Progress view while creating the output

To facilitate working with prints, that are done often the same way and with the same parameters,

with the button  you can save the settings of the print. The saved prints can be called from the
toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved import / export. Thereby the print is started
directly, without that you have to set any parameters.

In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the print configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
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you to recognize the print. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
print. With the checkbox, you define whether the print will be shown in the toolbar. If you deactivate
the field, the print can only be started from the menu.

Save the print configuration

Stored Prints can be changed or deleted with Administration->Configuration->Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration ).

6.2 Exit
You can close the program with the System->Exit menu item.

Tip
You can also perform this function more quickly via the title bar,

by clicking on  icon. (The standard way under Windows to quit
programs)
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7 Import / Export Menu
In the Import / Export menu you will find program functions for transferring data to other software
products, either with HYDRO-POCKET or with external software programs such as billing software.

7.1 Tour to pocket
Click on the Import / Export->Tour to pocket menu item or on the  icon to transfer tour data
into the pocket.

In the opening dialog you can select the tours that should be exported to the HYDRO-POCKET.

Select tours for export

In the window on the right, you see all tours that will be exported to the HYDRO-POCKET. On the
left, you see all available tours that will not be exported.

To assign an unassigned tour, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the tour that you want to export additionally.1. 

Click  , to assign the tour. The tour will now be shown on the right.2. 

To remove an assigned tour from the export to the HYDRO-POCKET, proceed as follows:

In the window on the right, select the tour to unassign.1. 

Click  , to delete the connection. The tour will now be shown in the window on the left.2. 

If you click  , the planned tours will be exported to the HYDRO-POCKET.
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Note
For a pocket export the pocket must be connected to the PC and
Microsoft ActiveSync Version 4.1 must indicate that the device is
online.

Note
Which tour data is exported depends on the selection in the
menu bar. All tours are selected by default. You can filter this
precisely through a selection of specific tours in a tour view
(compare this with the general concept of copying data in
Selecting Data).

7.2 Tour to PRO
Note
For a Workabout PRO export the device must be connected to
the PC and Microsoft ActiveSync Version 4.1 must indicate that
the device is online.

Click on the Import / Export->Tour to PPRO menu item or on the  , icon to transfer tour data
into the pocket.

Note
Which tour data is exported depends on the selection in the
menu bar. All tours are selected by default. You can filter this
precisely through a selection of specific tours in a tour view
(compare this with the general concept of copying data in
Selecting Data).

7.3 Startup tour to pocket
The startup tour is intended for meters that are stored in IZAR@NET but have not yet been read
with the HYDRO-POCKET device. The advantage in contrast to the installation tour of the
HYDRO-POCKET device is, that only selected meters are collected within the initial tour.

The export of the the startup tour is basically the same as for normal tours (see: Tour to Pocket),
moreover the creation of tours is handled the same way (see: Tours).

7.4 Tour from pocket
Note
For a pocket import the pocket must be connected to the PC and
Microsoft ActiveSync® Version 4.1 must indicate that the device
is online.

To carry out the pocket import, choose the Import / Export->Tour from pocket menu item or click

on the  icon. This starts the wizard, which transfers all data read out via radio with the pocket
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from HYDRO-POCKET to IZAR@NET.

The following figure shows the corresponding wizard.

Wizard: Data from HYDRO-POCKET

The progress of the pocket import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform
you what is currently happening.

Caution
If possible, do not interrupt the pocket import, as this could lead to
data inconsistency. This is because data is written directly to the
database during an import. If you cancel between two data
records belonging together, it is possible that the data will no
longer match.

7.5 Tour from PRO
Note
For a Workabout PRO import the device must be connected to
the PC and Microsoft ActiveSync Version 4.1 must indicate that
the device is online.

To carry out the Workabout PRO import, choose the Import / Export->Tour from PRO menu item

or click on the  icon. This starts the wizard, which transfers all data read out via radio with the
Workabout PRO to IZAR@NET.

The following figure shows the corresponding wizard.
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Wizard: Data from Workabout PRO

The progress of the Workabout PRO import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress
bar inform you what is currently happening.

Caution
If possible, do not interrupt the Workabout PRO import, as this
could lead to data inconsistency. This is because data is written
directly to the database during an import. If you cancel between
two data records belonging together, it is possible that the data
will no longer match.

7.6 Export
With the Import / Export->Export menu item or with a click on the  icon you start the wizard to
export data from IZAR@NET.

The wizard consists of several steps which are explained in more detail in the following
subsections.

7.6.1 Step 1 / 3 - Scope of the Data
The following figure shows the first step in exporting. Here the scope of the data to be exported is
specified.
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Selecting the scope of data for export

By default the current selection, i.e. the selection from the main window, is used (see section
Selecting Data). But you can also select other amounts from the selection list that have been
pre-configured for you by the HYDROMETER system technician. The description next to the
selection list displays a short text for each configuration selected.

If you click on  you are taken to the next step.

7.6.2 Step 2 / 3 - Data Format and Target File
The following figure shows the second step of the export wizard. Here the data format is specified
in which the data are to be exported. Also the target file is defined where the data is stored to.
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Selecting the data format and target file for export

Your data can be exported in the formats ASCII, Excel or ODBC. ASCII exports create text files,
which can be opened and edited with nearly every simple editor. The Excel export format creates a
file which can be edited with Microsoft Excel. With the format ODBC, the data is directly written into
a database, that can be accessed via ODBC. Therefor a username, a password and a database
name is required. The appropriate fields will be shown in the dialog, if you select this format.

Note
The configurations provided in the selection list have been
assembled for you by the HYDROMETER system technician,
corresponding to the requirements and formats of your target
system.

If you click on  you can run the data export in the next step.

7.6.3 Step 3 / 3 - Data Progress
The following figure shows the third step of the export wizard. Here you can see the progress of
the export.
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Data progress during export

The progress of the export is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you
what is currently happening.

To facilitate working with exports, that are done often the same way and with the same

parameters, with the button  you can save the settings of the export. The saved exports can be
called from the toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved import / export. Thereby the
export is started directly, without that you have to set any parameters.

In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the export configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
you to recognize the export. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
export. With the checkbox, you define whether the export will be shown in the toolbar. If you
deactivate the field, the export can only be started from the menu.

Save the export configuration
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Stored Exports can be changed or deleted with Administration -> Configuration -> Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration ).

7.7 Import
With the Import / Export->Import menu item you start the wizard to import data to IZAR@NET.

The wizard consists of several steps which are explained in more detail in the following sections.

7.7.1 Step 1 / 3 - Scope of the Data
The following figure shows the first step of the import wizard. Select the file here from which you
want to import data.

Selecting the import file

If you click on  you are taken to the next step.

7.7.2 Step 2 / 3 - Data Format
The following figure shows the second step of the import wizard. Select the configuration file here
which specifies how the data in the file selected in the previous step are to be processed.

The file specified here is analogous to the second step of the export wizard (see section Step 2 / 3
- Data Format and Target File).
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Selecting the configuration file during import

If you click on  you can run the data import in the next step.

7.7.3 Step 3 / 3 - Progress
The following figure shows the third step of the import wizard. Here you can see the progress of
the import.
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Import progress display

The progress of the import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you
what is currently happening.

To facilitate working with imports, that are done often the same way and with the same

parameters, with the button  you can save the settings of the import. The saved imports can be
called from the toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved import / export. Thereby the
import is started directly, without that you have to set any parameters.

In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the import configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
you to recognize the import. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
import. With the checkbox, you define whether the import will be shown in the toolbar. If you
deactivate the field, the import can only be started from the menu.

Save the import configuration
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Stored Imports can be changed or deleted with Administration -> Configuration -> Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration ).

Caution
If possible, do not interrupt the import procedure, as this could
lead to data inconsistency. This is because data is written directly
to the database during an import. If you cancel between two data
records belonging together, it is possible that the data will no
longer match!

7.8 Tour from file
A tour can also be imported from a file. For this click in the menu Import / Export-> -> Tour from
file.

You can choose between a File-Import from the file system or a FTP-Import of tour files from a
FTP server.

7.8.1 File-Import

During a File-Import the appropriate tour files must be in a directory of the file system. In the
following dialogue the directory in which the tour-files are are stored must be specified. By setting
the checkbox "Delete file after import" you can define that tour-files are deleted after the import.

Dialog for selecting the import directory

7.8.1.1 FTP-Import

In case of a FTP-Import you have to define a FTP configuration, which is then used to download
the tour-files before the import process starts. Various FTP-Configurations can be managed. In a
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configuration, a FTP server, the ftp-port, a username, the password and an appropriate directory,
which contains the tour-files, must be specified. The possibility to mark the checkbox "Delete file
(s) after import" exists here, too. Tour-files will then be deleted after the import process from the
directory of the FTP server.

Dialogue to define FTP configurations.

7.8.1.2 Import-Process

To start the import process, click on NEXT. If you have chosen the FTP-Import tour-files will be
downloaded before the import process is started.

The progress of the import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you of
what is currently happening. You can cancel the import wizard at any time.

7.8.2 Tour to File
In Menü select Import / Export->Tour to file, in order to export tour data into a local file. This
enables you to forward these tours via FTP or E-Mail to remote reader. The wizard requires that
you input a destination folder.

7.9 Fixed Network
With Import / Export->Fixed Network you can start the import of data from a Fixed Network
installation, moreover you can configure the Fixed Network connections.
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Fixed Network configuration

An existing configuration can be deleted with  after it was selected in the window on the left.
With  you create a new configuration, whereas with  you can create a new configuration as
a copy of the current one. To modify an existing configuration, click  , your changes will be
saved with  and discarded with  . With  you can check the Fixed Network connection
immediately upon creation.

The entries in the fields Name and Description should help you to distinguish the configurations.
Moreover you can specify the type of the reading. According to this setting, the fields will change,
because the different types need slightly different parameters. This parameters are valid for all
types:

Last reading shows when the Fixed Network was opened for reading the last time. Older
meter values than the last reading will not be imported again.

• 

With the field Template you can assign a filter, for not readinmg all values but more
specific. With this setting, also the alarm monitoring is carried out. For that, select Alarm
monitoring only. Then the alarm states will be monitored according your configuration,
without importing meter values into the database (see Alarms).

• 

Passkey 1 the key for decoding the data. Two more keys (Passkey 2 and Passkey 3) can
be given optionally.

• 

Receiver ID holds the identifier of a receiver if within an installation the data is collected by
several receivers but the configuration should read-out only a special one, ingnoring the
others.

• 

The field Hour offset controls the correct calculation of of the read-out times in case that
the time of the Fixed Network area is different to the time of the server, the data is
collected on. The time offset will be added to the server time. E.g. the server time is 12:00
and the local time of the Fixed Network area is 11:00, then a time offset -1 can be entered

• 
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as negative value.

The further parameters are type dependant:

With type FILE the values will be read directly from local files on your computer. Therefor
you have to select the directory containing the files.

• 

The types FTP and HTTP read the values from a FTP or HTTP server. Therefor a server
address (field Server) a port number (field Port) and the directory on the server containing
the files (field Directory) is needed. If you have to authenticate before you can access the
data on the server, you have to specify the login credentials in the fields Username and
Password.

• 

Type LAN can be used if the receiver is connected to a reachable TCP/IP network. The
network address of the receiver can be entered in the field Server, moreover the port
number is needed (field Port). The login credentials to the receiver must be defined in the
fields Username and Password.

• 

If you leave the dialog with  your changes will be saved but no reading of the
Fixed Network will be started.

To read a Fixed Network with an existing configuration, select the configuration in the window on

the left and click  to start the import.

Progress while importing data from the Fixed Network

To facilitate working with imports, that are done often the same way and with the same

parameters, with the button  you can save the settings of the import. The saved imports can be
called from the toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved import / export. Thereby the
import is started directly, without that you have to set any parameters.
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In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the import configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
you to recognize the import. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
import. With the checkbox, you define whether the import will be shown in the toolbar. If you
deactivate the field, the import can only be started from the menu.

Save the import configuration

Stored Imports can be changed or deleted with Administration->Configuration->Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration ).

7.10 M-Bus interface
With Import / Export->M-Bus interface you can start the import of data from M-Bus devices (e.g.
IZAR-CENTER), moreover you can configure the connections. IZAR-CENTER), moreover you can
configure the connections.

M-Bus settings
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An existing configuration can be deleted with  after it was selected in the window on the left.
With  you create a new configuration, whereas with  you can create a new configuration as
a copy of the current one. To modify an existing configuration, click  , your changes will be
saved with  and discarded with  . With  you can check the connection immediately upon
creation.

The entries in the fields Name and Description should help you to distinguish the configurations.
Moreover you can specify the type of the reading. According to this setting, the fields will change,
because the different types need slightly different parameters. This parameters are valid for all
types:

Type defines the type of the connection M-Bus device. Supported connection types are
serial, LAN, Modem or USB connections. With the type you also define wether the memory
will be completely read or a list of meters will be directly read (that is the current values).
For the direct reading further data is necessary, details see below. For the direct reading
further data is necessary, details see below.

• 

Decryption mode defines how telegrams will be decoded. With the mode No decryption
the telegrams will not be decoded and with Default decryption, the predefined key will be
used. With User decryption the field Passkey must contain the appropriate decryption
key.

• 

Passkey contains the key for decryption.• 

The further parameters are type dependant:

With type MBUS_COM you have to specify the interface (serial port) the M-Bus device is
connected to. Moreover you have to define the connection speed in the fieldBaudrate.

• 

With type MBUS_MODEM as with type MBUS_COM you have to specify the interface and
the connection speed. Additionaly you have to enter the phone number in the field Phone
Number with that the M-Bus device can be called. The field PIN contains the PIN if the
modem needs a PIN (e.g. for GSM modems). The field Modem prefix is necessary, if the
modem needs some special commands (AT commands) for initialisation before it can
connect to the M-Bus- device. This can be necessary, when the modem works in a
telephone system. The field Timeout specifies the maximum number of seconds to try to
connect. After that, the connection trial is aborted. After that, the connection trial is
aborted.

• 

For type USB the serial number of the MBus device is necessary.• 
For type LAN you define the adress of the M-Bus device and the corresponding Port
(standard 10001).

• 

direct reading

For every type of connection you define wether the memory of the device is completely read
MEMORY or a list of meters is directly read DIRECT.
At direct reading a list of meters will be created with a wizard. The list can be defined manually or
can be loaded from a device list of a MBus device. In the following step the Mbus parameter for
every meter are set.

Baudrate• 
Address-Mode: possible input is Primary, Secondary or Factory• 
the address (primary, secondary or Factory)• 
Selection telegram: defines the read telegram of the meter• 
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Follow-up telegrams standard 60000• 

Note: At the extended M-Bus settings you can find the option TimeSynch. IZAR@NET will try to
synchronize the HYDRO / IZAR CENTER time with your PC time. Please be aware that selecting
this option only affects the next import - IZAR@NET will remove the selection once the import has
finished.

If you leave the dialog with  your changes will be saved but no reading of the
Fixed Network will be started.

To read a M-Bus device with an existing configuration, select the configuration in the window on

the left and click  to start the import.

Progress while importing data from the M-Bus device

To facilitate working with imports, that are done often the same way and with the same

parameters, with the button  you can save the settings of the import. The saved imports can be
called from the toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved im- / export. Thereby the import
is started directly, without that you have to set any parameters.

In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the import configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
you to recognize the import. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
import. With the checkbox, you define whether the import will be shown in the toolbar. If you
deactivate the field, the import can only be started from the menu.
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Save the import configuration

Stored Imports can be changed or deleted with Administration->Configuration->Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration ).

7.11 Overwrite keys for IZAR@MOBILE tour import
Radio telegrams of meters are encrypted by default. IZAR@MOBILE collects encrypted radio
telegrams as part of a tour. IZAR@NET decrypts these telegrams during the import of
IZAR@MOBILE tours.

When the encryption key in the meter got changed the new key must be announced to
IZAR@NET.

To do this you can overwrite the IZAR@NET default keys. In the current version IZAR@NET can
manage only 3 keys. These default keys are the Hydrometer default key, the Sappel default key
and the Open Metering default key. In the XML configuration file "overwrite_key.xml", each of the
above default key can be overwritten. The config file is located in the static of the IZAR@NET
installation.

Example:
The entry <overwriteSappelKey key="123456" /> in this file will cause the default Sappel key to be
overwritten with the key 123456.
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8 Extras Menu
In the Extras menu you will find program modules that are licensed seperately and may not be
visible in your installation.

8.1 Charts
With the menu Extras->Charts you can add graphs to an existing chart, change a chart, and open
all existing charts directly. Alternatively charts can be opened from the toolbar.

Charts always have the following structure:

A chart window can contain up to three graphs; in practice the charts are independant from
the main appliance and can therefore stay opened continuously. Therefore several chart
windows can be open at the same time.

• 

Charts contain up to nine graphs. This graphs need not to be from only meter, the can be
from up to nine different meters.

• 

Graphs can be shown as line or bar (both presentations are possible within one chart). For
a better differentitaion the graphs can have different colors. As far graphs are of the same
unit, the are plotted on the same axis. If the units are different, for each unit a new axis
appears.

• 

Within a chart, the following operations are possible with the mouse:

Zoom: If you scroll right wit a pressed left mouse button, a black rectangle appears. If you
release the mouse button, the covered area will be zoomed in. By scrolling left with a
pressed left mouse button, after the release of the mouse button, the view is reset to the
initial zoom.

• 

Scrolling: Within a view, you can scroll along all axes, by scrolling with a pressed right
mouse button in the desired direction.

• 

Open context menu: The context menu opens, if you press the right mouse button short
without moving the mouse.

• 

Calculation mode: In the calculation mode (see below) there is a vertical line below the
cursor. The values below this line are used for the calculation of the deduced values. You
can move the line by moving the mouse left or right.

• 

The context menu contains the following operations:

Print chart: The chart can be printed directly.• 
Save chart as: The chart can be saved in the formats JPG, PNG or PDF as a file.• 
Zoom in: The current view is zoomed in by one level.• 
Zoom out: The current view is zoomed out by one level.• 
Zoom level: The view can be zoomed to the resolution of one day, one week, one month
or one year.

• 

Scroll: The view can be scrolled to the left, right, up and down.• 
Reset view: The chart view is reset to the initial state. All zoom and scroll operations will
be reset.

• 

Calculation mode: The calculation mode can be used to calculate sums and differnces of
the displayed graphs. With this you may calculate and check derivations of main meters.
After the calculation mode is activated, a special mouse cursor appears that selects the
time slices for the calculation. Moreover the formula and the result is displayed within the
chart. With the menu Add graph and Subtract graph the formula can be created by
adding or subtracting graphs. It is important, that the first graph in the formula must be

• 
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taken up with the add operation. To cancel a formula, deactivate the calculation mode.
Auto-refreshing: The chart checks in regular intervals in the background, whether new
values appeared in the database, e.g. from an import, since the chart was created. With
the import of new data the chart is refreshed and the new values are displayed
immediately.

• 

Properties: The dialog for configuration of the current chart will open (see Chart
configuration).

• 

Hinweis: Halten Sie die rechte Maustaste in einer Grafik gedrückt, können Sie die Grafik beliebig
verschieben.

8.1.1 Add graph
With Extras->Charts->Add graph or the context menu of meters in the selection list (see
Selection List) you can add additional graphs to an existing chart.

By using the context menu, through cascaded sub-menus a chart window, a chart and the
measured value is specified. With this selection, the following dialog will be pre-filled. By using the
regular menu, the same dialog comes up, but withou any pre-set values.

Adding a graph

The following is needed to add a chart:

Window: Because there can be a lot of windows, you must first choose the window of the
chart you want to deal with. Select New window, if instead of an existing, a new window
should be used.

• 

Chart window title: You have to specify a name for a new chart window, this title is shown
in the title bar of the window but also in the menu for opening the charts. Therefore you
should use a meaningful name.

• 
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Chart icon: Pre-defined icons for the chart windows are available, this icons will be
displayed in the menu or the toolbar.

• 

Show chart icon in toolbar: With this selection, you define, whether the icon will be
shown in the toolbar too.

• 

Chart: By having up to three charts within one chart window, you have to specify to which
chart the graph should be added. Select New chart, if instead of an existing, a new chart
should be used.

• 

Chart name: You have to specify a name for a new chart, this title is shown on top of the
chart within the chart window.

• 

Measured value: The list contains all measured values, the meter has. Per graph, only
one measured value can be assigned, further measured values need to be defined as
seperate graphs. Moreover a measured value of a meter can only appear once per chart. It
is also possible to display alarm states graphically, select the measured value Alarm.

• 

Type: The setting defines, whether the graph is displayed as line or bar chart.• 
Color: The graphs can be displayed in the defined colors.• 
Show trendline: To clarify the developing of a graph, an additional trendline can be
displayed, which is a linear interpolation of the values.

• 

Strategy:defines, wether the graph is calculated by interpolation or standard. For
Interpolation you need the declaration of the time cycle, a time cycle unit, the round start
and the type .

• 

Time cycle: Defines the time cycle for the interpolation.• 
time cycle unit: The time cycle unit can be minute, hour, day, week and month.• 
Round start: The start of the caluculation can be at the minute, the hour, the day, the
week and the month.

• 

Type: The interpolation can be calculated by cubic spline or linear.• 

The graph will not be added until you click on  . Afterwards, the chart window
will be opened.

8.1.2 Chart configuration
With Extras->Charts->Chart configuration, existing charts can be modified or deleted. In the
opening dialog, all chart windows are displayed on the first level of the tree view. Below there are
the charts of this window and again below there are the diagrams of each chart. Depending on
your chosen element in the tree, in the editor area beside the tree the data areas of the appropriate
configuration are shown.

The following dialog is used to configure charts:
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Configuration of charts

On the level of chart windows or charts, the title of windows or charts can be modified. For
windows a symbol and an option can be set for the toolbar. For the charts there can be defined the
sort of graph (i.g. bar or line), the colour of the graph and the option for a trendline.
Alos the strategy for the calculation can be defined wether it is calculated by interpolation or
standard.

To remove an entry on a level (e.g. a graph), press  when the entry is selected in the tree. Here
all sub elements are deleted automatically, e.g. charts and graphs will be removed, if you click 
on the level of a chart window. Here all sub elements are deleted automatically, e.g. charts and

graphs will be removed, if you click  on the level of a chart window.

The presentation sequence of charts and graphs can changed up with  or down with  .
Especially for charts, the sequence defines the sequence of display. If the sequence is set bad for
bar charts, lower garphs may be covered completely by higher graphs.

Charts and graphs can be moved and copied between windows and charts with this dialog too. An

entry can be cut wit  and it can be copied with  . To past the cut or copied element, the tree
needs to be selected on the same level, then the element can be pasted by clicking  .

Changes need to be confirmed with  and can be discarded with  . The changes will be saved

if you leave the dialog with  .
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8.2 Alarms
In the Extras->Alarms menu you can configure the alarm monitoring. Afterwards, the alarm
monitoring is used at the import of data from the Fixed Network (see Fixed Network).

8.2.1 Alarm action configuration
With the Extras->Alarms>Alarm action configuration menu, you specify which actions can be
carried out upon an alarm. The assignment of reactions to alarms or meters can be made
afterwards with the Extras->Alarms>Alarm monitoring menu (see Alarm monitoring).

Configuration of Alarm reactions

An existing configuration can be deleted with  after that the configuration was selected on the
left. With  you can create a new configuration. In order to change an existing configuration it
needs to be selected on the left. The changes will be confirmed with  and discarded with  .
With  the alarm reaction can be tested upon creation.

In order to facilitate the configuration of alarm actions, for every type a sample configuration is
included. This samples can be taken as template for your own configurations.

The entry in the field Name should help you to distinguish the configurations. In the following you
can specify the type of the alarm action. According to this selection the following input fields
change, because some types need different settings.

With type Output to file the alarm message is appended to a file. Therefore in the field
Filename must be given the name and the path of this file. Moreover you can specify in
the field Prefix / Header a message that is written to the file together with the alarm
message.

• 
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With typeSend E-mail the alarm message is sent as e-mail. The field Send to contains the
receivers e-mail address. The field Send from specifies the sender address of the e-mail.
Moreover you can specify in the field Subject / Header a message that is used as subject
for the e-mail. That the e-mail can be send, some settings of a SMTP server via this the
e-Mail is sent are needed. Enter in the field SMTP server address the name or address of
the server an in the field SMTP server port the port number of the SMTP service (mostly
25). Some server require an authentication before e-mails are send. In this cases, enter in
the field SMTP username and SMTP password the username and password for the
SMTP server.

• 

With type Send SMS the alarm message is sent as SMS. Here you need a GSM modem
connected to the serial interface of your computer. Then enter in the field Phone number
the phone number, the SMS will be send to. For the communication with the modem, the
field Pin contains the GSM Pin of the modem. Moreover you have to specify in the
fieldSerial port the address of the COM port the modem is connected to. The field Serial
baudrate contains the setting of the communication speed with the modem. The field
Subject / Header contains a message that will be send in the beginning of the SMS.

• 

With type Execute command an external program will be started. The path to the
command and all parameters needed for the call can be entered in the field Command to
be executed. With the checkbox Wait until process has terminated you can control,
whether IZAR@NET waits until the external program has terminated or whether the alarm
monitoring will be continued immediately.

• 

If you leave the dialog with  your changes will be saved.

8.2.2 Alarm monitoring
With the menu Extras->Alarm monitor>Create alarm monitor you define the alarm monitoring.

The assignment of alarm reactions is done to a group of meters of the same type. The background
is, that only within the same type, the same alarm definitions are available. If you want to assign
the same alarm reactions to meters of different types, you have to make the assignment for every
type. The following dialog shows the assignment.
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create alarm monitor

Create a new alarm monitor with the symbol  .

First you give the alarm monitor a name . The alarm action is defined under Action .
Here you can see each defined alarm action(see config alarm monitor).

Alarm device defines the group of meters that ist monitored.

Under Alarm you open the following menu with the button  :
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Alarm definition for device group

With the setting Repeat time you define the how often the alarm monitor takes place.
In the first area you define a numeric value. In the follwoing area Repeat time unit you define the
interpretation of this value.
You have the choice between the unit hours, days, weeks and months.

The area Monitor an switches the monitoring on or off, so you can deactivate the monitoring
without deleting the configuration.

The alarm monitoring can now be applied for imports from the Fixed Network. The necessary
settings are described at the configuration of the Fixed Network (see Fixed Network).

You can assign meters to the alarm monitor with a click on  . This button is only
activated, when there is at least one alarm monitor configured.

You can also assign the meters with Extras->Alarm monitor> Assign meters to alarm monitors
(see Assign meters to alarm monitors).

If you leave the dialog with  your changes will be saved.

8.2.3 Assign meters to alarm monitor
You assign meters to an alarm monitor, while you choose Administration->Extras->Alarm
monitor->Assign meters to alarm monitors .

The following assistant will be started.
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Assistant for assigning meters to alarm monitors.

In the left area there are the already defined alarm monitors.

In the right area, there is a list of meters structured by assignment and by device groups.

To assign a meter to an alarm monitor, you go ahead as follows:

In the left area you select the alarm monitor, you want the meter to assign to.1. 
In the rigt area you select the device group or the meter you want to assign.2. 

You click an the button  , to assign the meter. The meter will be taklen over from the
right to the left area.

3. 

To disconnect the Assignment, you go ahead as follows:

In the left area you select the alarm monitor, from which you want to disconnect the meter.1. 

You click on the button  , to disconnect the assignment of the meter to the alarm
monitor. The meter will be taken over from the left to the right area.

2. 

These steps you can repeat as often as you want to. The new assignments are only available,

when you finish the assistant with  (see common concept of assistantassistant).

8.3 Google Earth export
If you have stored GPS positioning data for your meters, with Extras->Google Earth Export you
can export your data into Google Earth to make your meters and measured values visible in
Google Earth maps.
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In the opening dialog you have to select an export configuration. This configurations have to be
prepared by a service technician, you may not influence them by yourself.

Select Google Earth export

After you have selected a configuration, you can start the export with  . Google
Earth will start immediately to show the exported meters in a suitable map.
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Progress of the Google Earth export

Attention
That the Google Earth export can work, you have to install
Google Earth first on your computer, moreover you need a
permanent internet connection.

To facilitate working with Google Earth exports, that are done often the same way and with the

same parameters, with the button  you can save the settings of the export. The saved exports
can be called from the toolbar or from the menu Import / Export->Saved import / export.
Thereby the export is started directly, without that you have to set any parameters.

In the opening dialog, you can enter a label and a tooltip for the export configuration. This texts
should be significant, because they will be shown in the menu or the toolbar and they should help
you to recognize the export. Moreover you can select an icon, that should also help you to find the
export. With the checkbox, you define whether the export will be shown in the toolbar. If you
deactivate the field, the export can only be started from the menu.

Save the export configuration
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Stored MAP Exports can be changed or deleted with Administration->Configuration->Exchange
configuration (see Exchange configuration).
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9 Administration Menu
In the Administration menu you will find program functions for managing IZAR@NET user data.

Tip
Many of these functions can also be run from the view-specific
toolbar (see section Selection List).

9.1 Customer Menu
Program functions on customer management can be found in the Administration->Customer
menu.

Tip
If you want to edit customer data, it makes sense to change to a
customer view. Here you can also access the relevant program
functions more quickly via the toolbar.

9.1.1 Create customer
To create a new customer, select the menu item Administration->Customer->Create customer

or click on the  icon.

The following wizard will appear to prepare the creation of new customers.

Wizard to create new customers
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Enter the data for the new customer in the corresponding fields. You must fill in at least the
so-called mandatory fields.

Note
Obligatory fields are shown as incorrect fields in red unless they
contain a value (see section Incorrect Input).

The data are taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several customers at once.

The data are saved to the database only if you click on  icon. This button is only
activated if you have created at least one customer in the selection list.

9.1.2 Delete customer
You can delete customers by selecting the customer to be deleted in the selection window of a

customer view by clicking on the  icon.

The following query will appear to confirm if you really want to delete the selected customer:

Safety request before a customer is deleted

Only after confirmation is given, with  the selected customers are deleted from
the database.

9.1.3 Assign meters to customer
You can assign meters to customers by selecting the menu item

Administration->Customer->Assign meters to customer or by clicking on the  icon.

The following wizard is started, consisting of just one step.
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Wizard to assign meters to customers

In the left section you can see a selection of customers.

Note
In accordance with the wizard concept, the amount shown refers
to the selection made previously in the selection list of the main
window (see section Selecting Data).

In the section on the left you can see a list of all 'unconnected' meters, i.e. meters which are not yet
assigned to any customer.

To assign an unconnected meter to a customer, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the customer to whom the meter should be assigned.1. 
In the window on the right, select the meter that you want to assign to the customer.2. 

If you click on  , the meter will be assigned to the customer. It is now transferred from
the right window to the left window.

3. 

To delete the connection between customer and meter, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the customer from whom the meter should be deleted.1. 

If you click on , the connection between customer and meter is deleted. It is now
transferred from the left window to the right window.

2. 

These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new instructions apply only if you close the

wizard with  (see the general concept of wizards in section Wizards).
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9.2 Tour Menu
Program functions on tour management can be found in the Administration->Tour menu.

Tip
If you want to edit tour data, it makes sense to change to a tour
view. Here you can also access the relevant program functions
more quickly via the toolbar.

9.3 Create tour
To create a new tour, select the menu item Administration->Tour->Create tour or click on the

 icon.

The following wizard will appear to prepare the setup for new tours.

Wizard for setting up new tours

Enter the data for the new tour in the corresponding fields. You must fill in at least the so-called
mandatory fields (see Incorrect Input).

The data are taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several tours at once.

The data are saved to the database only if you click on the  icon. This button is
only activated if you have created at least one tour in the selection list.
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9.4 Delete tour
You can delete tours by selecting the tour to be deleted in the selection window of a tour view (see

the example in the following figure) and then clicking on the  icon.

The following query will appear to confirm if you really want to delete the selected tours.

Safety request before tours are deleted

Only after confirmation is given with  are the selected tours deleted from the
database.

9.5 Assign meters to tour
Connect tours to meters by choosing the menu item Administration->Tour->Assign meters to

tour or by clicking on the  icon.

The following wizard is started, consisting of just one step.
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Dialog to assign meters to tours

In the left section you can see a selection of tours.

Note
In accordance with the basic wizard concept, the amount shown
refers to the selection made previously in the selection list of the
main window (see Selecting Data).

In the section on the right you will see a list of all meters, divided into meters assigned to at least
one tour, and 'unconnected' meters.

To assign a meter to a tour, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the tour to which the meter should be assigned.1. 
In the window on the right, select the meter that you want to assign to the tour.2. 

If you click on  , the meter will be assigned to the tour. It is now transferred from the
right window to the left window.

3. 

To delete the assignment between tour and meter, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the tour from whom the meter should be deleted.1. 

If you click on  , the connection is deleted. It is now transferred from the left window to
the right window, and sorted there accordingly. If it was previously in a different tour, it will
be shown under assigned meters. If the meter was previously in only one tour, it will now
be shown under unconnected meters (without a tour).

2. 

To alter the read-out sequence, use  to move items up in the selection list and  to move
items down.
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These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new instructions apply only if you close the

wizard with  (see section Wizards).

9.6 Tour from selection
With the Administration->Tour->Tour from selection menu item or by clicking the  icon in the
context menu, you start the wizard to create a new tour containing the selected meters from the
individual data view or the selection list. In the following dialog you can enter the general data for
the new tour.

Dialog for creating a new tour from a selection

Click  , in order to enter the next dialog. In this dialog you can add more meters
to the new tour (see Assign meters to tour). If only the selected meters should be assigned to the

new tour, just click .

?

9.7 Meter Replacement Tour
In an exchange tour several meters, which need to be replaced, are combined in one single tour.
This exchange tour is then transferred to Izar@Mobile. Izar@Mobile supports the meter
replacement process by providing and requesting all the necessary information due to meter
replacements. After all the meters were replaced, the tour will be imported to Izar@Net again.
There, all exchange transactions are recorded, registered, and the counts adjusted accordingly.
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9.7.1 Creation of a meter replacement tour

To create a new tour, select the menu item Administration->Tour->Create tour or click on the

 icon.

The following wizard will appear to prepare the setup for new tours respectively meter replacement
tours.

Wizard for setting up new tours respectively meter replacement tours

Enter the data for the new tour in the corresponding fields. You must fill in at least the so-called
mandatory fields (see  Incorrect Input). In order to create an exchange tour, the new tour must be
marked with the checkbox "exchange tour" to characterize it as an exchange tour.

The data are taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several tours respectively meter replacement tours at
once.

The data are saved to the database only if you click on the  icon. This button is
only activated if you have created at least one tour in the selection list.

In a further step you can assign meters to this meter replacement tour (see Assign meters to tour).
(see Assign meter to tour)
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9.8 Meter Menu
Program functions on general meter management can be found in the Administration->Meter
menu.

9.8.1 Create meter
To create a new tour, select the menu item Administration->Meter->Create meter or click on the

 icon. The following wizard will appear to prepare the setup for new meters.

Wizard for setting up new meters

Enter the data for the new meter in the corresponding fields. You must fill in at least the mandatory
field Meter number (see Incorrect Input). Some of the fields are read-only, this fields are filled in
automatically, when the meter is read-out the first time within an installation or a startup tour.

Aside automatically read-out meters with a radio or M-Bus module, meters that have to be read-out
by hand are supported. Therefore you can create manual meters with this dialog. For this, specify
the type of the manual meter in the field Device type. Manual meters can be assigned to read-out
tours for the HYDRO-POCKET later on, where meter values can be entered by hand.

The data is taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several meters at once.

The data is saved, if you leave the dialog with  . This button is only activated if
you have created at least one meter in the selection list.
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Click on  , for the dialog to assign the new meter to the corresponding customer
(see Assign meter to customer).

9.8.2 Delete meter

You can delete meters by selecting the tours to be deleted and then clicking on the  icon.

The following prompt will appear to confirm if you really want to delete the selected meters.

Confirmation prompt before meters are deleted

Only after confirmation is given, with  are the selected meters deleted from the
database.

9.8.3 Changing Meter Values
You can see all saved measured values for the selected meter in the dialog. Within the list each
measured value can be edited or deleted. As well, new values can be created for each timestamp.
To facilitate working with the list, you may narrow the presented period. Therefor you have to
activate the checkbox Choose time slot, after that you can set the period exactly.
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Dialog for editing measured values

Click  to create a new measured value and the following dialog will open, with that you have to
define read-out date and time of the new value.

Date selection for a new value

A measured value will be deleted, if you click  .

To change a value, you have to double click the field you want to change. If you double click the
field Timestamp the dialog for setting date and time will open. Double click the alarm field and the
following dialog for setting the alarm state will open.
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Changing alarms

Measured values itself can be edited in the list by directly double clicking the field.

Changing the measured value

The changes become active with  . To finally save the changes and to leave the dialog, click

.

9.8.4 Meter replacement
If a meter at a specific metering point has to be replaced, the metering point itself should keep
track of the replacement. That means keeping the old information and continue with the new
readings.

There are two general ways to initiate a meter replacement:

manually: through an operator of HydroRadio• 
externally: through a billing system or a similar system• 

Course of the meter replacement:

1. Create the new meter with fully qualified information (normally through an adhoc tour or
installation tour)
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2. the following inputs are necessary:
    the old and the new meter number,
    the date of the replacement,
    the last reading of the replaced meter
    the first reading of the replacing meter.

Manual meter replacement

With a wizard the necessary data is entered in several steps. By entering the reading dates has be
considered, that the last reading of the replaced meter must be older than the first reading of the
replacing meter.

After the input the data is handled as follows:
- the replaced meter is not any more in the meter table
- the date of the first valid reading of the replacing meter will be the installation date of the meter.
- the metering data shows the metering values of the replaced meter till the last reading date and
the metering values of the replacing meter from its first reading date on.
- the new meter will be assigned to the metering point

External meter replacement

The data for the meter replacement is imported by a external system. This system has to provide
at least the following data:
    - the old meter number
    - the new meter number
    - the date of the replacement
    - Optional inputs: date of the last and the first reading.

Through a wizard there is a list of all imported meter replacements available, here the user can
select, which one he wants to commit. The processing runs analog to the manual meter
replacement, but the imported values are preselected. All preselected values can be changed.
By setting the replacement mode to "Fully automatic" and the required data being available in the
database,the replacement takes place without any further operator input.

After a successful meter replacement the metering data of the last and the first reading during the
replacement is signed with a comment and a flag, thus the replacement is evident in the list of the
metering data.

Hinweis: Wird ein Zähler mit Submetern getauscht, so ist ein zusätzlicher Schritt notwendig. Da
Submeter nicht automatisch mitgetauscht werden, müssen sie manuell nachgezogen werden.
Stoßen Sie für jeden Submeter einen separaten Zählertausch an, der an den neuen Zähler
gebunden werden soll: Ersetzen Sie ihn mit dem entsprechenden Submeter des neuen Zählers.

9.8.5 Assign meters to customer
You can assign meters to customers by selecting the menu item

Administration->Customer->Assign meters to customer or by clicking on the  icon.

The following wizard is started, consisting of just one step.
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Wizard to assign meters to customers

In the left section you can see a selection of customers.

Note
In accordance with the wizard concept, the amount shown refers
to the selection made previously in the selection list of the main
window (see section Selecting Data).

In the section on the left you can see a list of all 'unconnected' meters, i.e. meters which are not yet
assigned to any customer.

To assign an unconnected meter to a customer, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the customer to whom the meter should be assigned.1. 
In the window on the right, select the meter that you want to assign to the customer.2. 

If you click on  , the meter will be assigned to the customer. It is now transferred from
the right window to the left window.

3. 

To delete the connection between customer and meter, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the customer from whom the meter should be deleted.1. 

If you click on , the connection between customer and meter is deleted. It is now
transferred from the left window to the right window.

2. 

These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new instructions apply only if you close the

wizard with  (see the general concept of wizards in section Wizards).
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9.8.6 Meters with calculated values
Sometimes it is necessary to derieve calculated values from existing meter readings i. e. to
accumulate the consumption of several meters.

Info
Calculated or virtual values are not being created physically in
the archive. Instead they only exist during runtime. That
incorporates that those values do not require additional storage
and that they are always representing the latest version of the
existing meter readings i. e.

To achieve values from virtual meters the following has to be done:

Create a virtual meter: Open menu Administration->Meter->New Meter  (see New
Meter)

In the field type Virtual Meter has to be selected. It is advisable to prepend the meter
number with a V i.

• 

Define the formula: Open menu Administration->Meter->calculated values• 

Sample: In order to accumulate the values of two meters, the following has to be inserted:

Definition of a virtual value
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9.9 Database Menu
In the Administration->Database menu you will find program functions for managing the
database.

9.9.1 Export database to file
With Administration->Database->Export database to file you can export the entire database to
a file in order to backup the database or to copy it to another system.

First, you have to enter a file name with the extension .dmp where the data will be written to.

Selection of the export file

Click , to confirm and to start the export. In order to abort the export, click

.
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Export of the data

The progress of the export is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you of
what is currently happening.

To leave the dialog after the export, click  .

9.9.2 Import database from file
Attention
This function should only be executed by assistance of our
support. Inedaquate usage i. e. import into existing data, might
destroy the whole data.

With Administration->Database->Import database from file you can import the entire database
from a file where it was saved to previously.

First, you have to enter a file name with the extension .dmp where the data will be read from.
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Selection of the import file

Click , to confirm and to start the import. In order to abort the import, click

.

Import of the data
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The progress of the import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you of
what is currently happening.

To leave the dialog after the import, click  .

9.9.3 Change password
You can change the database password via Administration->Database->Change password. A
wizard opens, as shown in the following figure:

Dialog to change the password

First enter the old password and then the new one, which you must repeat in the second field. The

change only takes effect when you close the wizard with .

The password for the database that is set at the beginning during installation is:

Name: hydroradio

Password: IZAR@NET!

Caution
With the client / server installation mode the password must also
be set at every installed client via the DBTool (see Further
Clients).
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9.9.4 Optimize database
The data structures of databases need some care every now and then. Due to frequent insert or
delete operations gaps or unoptimized memory areas may occur, which lead to a worsening of
response times. Lately this also leads to a worsening of the IZAR@NET response time.

In order to work against this, you can optimize the database memory with
Administration->Database->Optimize database. The opening dialog shows the progress of the
optimization.

Progress of the optimization

Note
The database optimization is run in the background in regular
intervals, thus the optimization should only be run in exceptional
cases manually.

9.9.5 Migrate V2.x
If you are already using IZAR@NET in version 2, then you can migrate your legacy data to
IZAR@NET version 3.

9.9.6 Installation on Different Computers
If you have installed IZAR@NET 3 on a different computer than IZAR@NET, you should proceed
as follows in order to inform IZAR@NET of the location of the original data source:

Copy the database HydroRadio.mdb of the old version to a directory on the computer with
the new installation.

1. 
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(The file IZAR@NET.mdb of IZAR@NET 3 is normally located in C:\Program
Files\HYDROMETER\IZAR@NET\Database.)
Create an ODBC connection for this database as follows:

In the Windows menu, select Start->Settings->Control Panel->Administrative
Tools->Data Sources (ODBC).

2. 

There, select the System-DSN tab.

Windows settings: System data sources

3. 

Click on the Add button4. 
Select the Microsoft Access driver.

Windows settings: create new database source

5. 
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Then select Finish.
In the following dialog, enter the data source name (HYRADIOODBC) and a suitable
description:

Windows settings: Specifiying the location of the IZAR@NET 3 data source

6. 

Click on the Select button and select the copied database in the dialog that opens.7. 
Close all dialogs with OK.8. 

9.9.7 Performing the Data Migration
Caution
If you have installed IZAR@NET 3 on the same computer as
IZAR@NET, you must make sure that the IZAR@NET 3 program
was properly closed before migrating the data.

Choose the menu item Administration->Migrate V2.x.

The following wizard will open to perform the migration of data:
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Wizard for migration of data from version 2 to 3

The progress of the data migration is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform
you of what is currently happening.

Note
How long it takes to copy the data depends on the size of your
existing database, and could take some time (up to approx one
hour).

Caution

Wait until the button  is activated and do not
cancel this process! Otherwise, you may be left with inconsistent
data.

9.10 Maintenance Menu
9.10.1 Clear obsolete log files
IZAR@NET logs current program states in so-called log files that the HYDROMETER system
technician can read out.

The log data is spread over a number of files.

To delete old log files, select Administration->Maintenance->Clear obsolete log files.

Note
This program function deletes only old log files; the current one
remains in place.
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Tip
Carry out this program function at regular intervals in order to save
hard drive space. You should be aware, however, that the data are
then deleted completely, and that the HYDROMETER system
technician can no longer evaluate this data.

9.10.2 Delete unused files
For security reasons, IZAR@NET saves files so that it can reproduce old imports / exports. These
files are of interest to the HYDROMETER system technician.

To delete old import / export security files, select Administration->Maintenance->Delete unused
files.

Tip
Carry out this program function at regular intervals in order to save
hard drive space. You should be aware, however, that the data are
then deleted completely, and that the HYDROMETER system
technician can no longer evaluate this data.

9.10.3 Data reduction
If you read-out a lot of meters very frequent, the memory size of the data increases rapidly. In
some cases this leads to slower or harder to handle dialogs or data analyzes. With
Maintenance->Data reduction you can shrink the data stock of the read-outs. Thereby older
metering values, that are no longer relevant for reporting or billing, will be deleted.

In the opening dialog you can define the parameters for the reduction.
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Parameters of the reduction

You can specify up to four reduction levels, you may combine them independently. By default, no
level is active.

The levels can be interpreted in that way, that after the specified period, all values, except the last
one, are deleted. E.g. the setting of the first level to seven days means, that all values within the
last seven days are deleted. This results in having only one value for the last week. If the second
level is addtionally activated with a setting of four weeks, then the weekly values will be reduced to
one week a month.

Note
Once shrinked data can not be recovered, it is deleted. Within
reports or exports, gaps or blurs may occur.

If you leave the dialog with , the parameters are saved and the data reduction
will run in background according your planning.

If you click  the parameters are saved too, but the data reduction will be run
immediately. The following dialog shows the progress of the reduction
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Progress of the reduction

9.11 Configuration Menu
9.11.1 Table configuration
The table that is currently visible, may be modified via Administration->Configuration->Table
configuration.

In the dialog that opens, you may adjust which table columns are visible in the current table.
Moreover you can modify the width of a column and the text that is presented in a column's head.
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Assignment of table columns

In the left list, you may find all columns that are currently assigned. In the right list, all columns are

listed, that can be assigned in the current context. If you click on  the selected column will be
assigned to the table, click  to remove the column.

To alter the presentation sequence, use  to move columns up and  to move columns down.

In order to change the properties of a column, you have to select this column in the left tree.
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Changing column properties

The properties are taken over if you click on the  icon. You can repeat this procedure as often
as you want to change columns.

The data is saved only if you click on the  icon.

Note
Next to the column name, an explaining text for the column
content is presented.

Note
Column names should only be changed in exceptional cases,
otherwise there may occur misunderstandings and confusion.

9.11.2 Toolbar configuration
The program functions with direct access on the toolbar (see Main menue) can be changed
withAdministration->Configuration->Toolbar configuration.

In the opening dialog, you see in the window on the left all functions that can be called currently
from the toolbar. On the right, you see all functions that can be assigned to the toolbar.
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Assign program functions to the toolbar

To assign an unassigned function, proceed as follows:

In the window on the right, select the function that you want to make callable.1. 

Click  , to make the function callable. The function will now be shown in the window on
the left.

2. 

To unassign a function from the toolbar, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the function to unassign.1. 

Click  , to delete the connection. The function will now be shown in the window on the
right.

2. 

To alter the presentation sequence, use  to move items up in the selection list and  to move
items down.

Note

The entry Separator (  ) does not represent a function. It is
just a spacer to group functions grafically in the toolbar. You can
remove or add several separators.

9.11.3 Run external program
In the dialog Toolbar configuration the function Run external program can be used to start a
program that is installed on the local system.
Thus the program that should be started has to be configured in the local IZAR@NET installation
directory in the file static/external/external.xml.
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In the file static/external/external.xml the following configuration options are available:

executable_path - The complete path to the executable program1. 
executable_args - Arguments that should be passed to the program (optional)2. 
tooltip - A text that appears when the mouse points at the function (optional)3. 

9.11.4 Wizard configuration
Via Administration->Configuration->Wizards (see Wizards) it is possible to set the visibility of
wizards in IZAR@NET. If wizards are deactivated, they will not be started at the startup of the
software and no one of their functions is available via menus or function calls.

In the opening dialog you see in the window on the left all wizards that are currently started. On the
right you see all wizards that are available but not yet started.

Configure wizards

To start a not yet started wizard, proceed as follows:

In the window on the right, select the wizard you want to start additionally.1. 

Click  , to start the wizard. The wizard will now be shown in the window on the left.2. 

To stop a started wizard, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the wizard to stop.1. 

Click  , to delete the connection. The wizard will now be shown in the window on the
right.

2. 
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Note
The changes of the wizards become active after the restart of
IZAR@NET.

9.11.5 Exchange configuration
With Administration->Configuration->Exchange configuration the stored Imports, Exports or
Prints can be managed (see Import, Export or Print). In the dialog you see all saved actions, that
can be edited.

Configure exchanges

With the dialog, all settings for the presentation of the actions can be changed. The changes of a

configuration are taken over with  . Actions itself can not be changed, they have to be deleted
with  and have to be re-created with modified settings. The order of the shown actions in the
toolbar can be changed with Administration->Configuration->Toolbar configuration (see
Toolbar configuration).

9.11.6 Change language
The language of IZAR@NET is set during the installation of the software. You can change this
setting anytime with the Administration->Maintenance->Change language menu item. In the
following dialog you can select within the list field the available languages.
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Dialog for changig the active language

Click , in order to use the selected language. In order to abort the wizard, click

.

Attention
After having changed the language, you need to restart
IZAR@NET.

9.11.7 Pocket column configuration
With Administration->Configuration->Pocket column configuration you can define the
columns, which are shown on the tour display of the HYDRO-POCKET or IZAR@Mobile.

In the opening dialog, you have to select the tour type to be currently configured. The configurable
tour types are HydroPocket: Automatic tour, HydroPocket: Startup tour and IZAR@Mobile:
Automatic tour.
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Tour type to configure

Click  in order to configure the columns for the selected tour type.

Assign columns
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In the window on the left, you see all columns that are currently shown on the HYDRO-POCKET.
On the right, you see all available columns that can be assigned.

To assign a column to the HYDRO-POCKET, proceed as follows:

In the window on the right, select the column that you want to show on the
HYDRO-POCKET.

1. 

Click  , to assign the column. The column will now be shown in the window on the left.2. 

To remove an assigned column from the HYDRO-POCKET, proceed as follows:

In the window on the left, select the column to unassign.1. 

Click  , to delete the connection. The column will now be shown in the window on the
right.

2. 

To alter the presentation sequence, use  to move items up in the selection list and  to move
items down.

These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new assignments apply only if you close

the wizard with  .

Note: Via IZAR@Mobile: Automatic tour you can configure the IZAR@Mobile columns. The
configured columns are shown in addition to IZAR@Mobile's default columns.

9.11.8 Select PDA
The devices, that are used for collecting the meter data can be selected with the
Adminsitration->Configuration->Select PDA menu item. In the following dialog, the supported
devices can be selected. A device is activated by selecting the according checkbox.
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Dialog for setting the used devices

The synchronisation with IZAR@NET and the HYDRO-POCKET and Workabout PRO device is
handled via the Microsoft ActiveSync software. Therefore, only this software needs to be installed
on your computer. Further configurations in IZAR@NET are not necessary. If the Pison Mx device
is used instead, you have to select the serial port (COM port) by which the device is connected.

Click , in order to save the settings. In order to leave the dialog without saving,

click .

9.11.9 Export configuration from database
The configuration of the software is stored, together with the data, in the database. In order to
change the configuration, you have to export the configuration into local files within the IZAR@NET
program folder. To start the export, select Administration->Configuration->Export
configuration from database. A dialog for confirming the export will open:

Dialog for configuration export
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9.11.10 Import configuration to database
If the configuration was exported and changed, select Administration->Configuration->Import
configuration to database in order to import the configuration into the database. A dialog for
confirming the import will open:

Dialog for configuration import

Note
The directory config will be deleted after the import of the
configuration.

9.12 Menu User
9.12.1 activity logging
The activity logging lists each login/logoff in the system. Adding, changing, deleting data is logged.

The following actions are logged:

adding, changing, deleting meter• 
adding, changing, deleting customer• 
adding, changing, deleting tour• 
Export and Import of tours• 
Export and import of data• 
Import from fixed network• 

A logging entry contains the following data:

date and time• 
User group• 
Machine: Name of the machine• 
Action/Event: description of the action• 
Description: specified description of the action• 
Status: tells the proper course• 
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activity logging

The activitylogging can be switched on or off.
The size of the buffer for the logging can be defined between 10,000 and 1,000,000 records. The
system provides 10,000 records from the start.

With the icon  Export buffer you can export the buffer to a file.
With the icon  Reset buffer the buffer will be reset.

Leave the dialogue with the icon  . With the icon  your
changes are dropped.
Please note: Reset buffer demands an affirmation and cannot be undone.

9.12.2 User administration
Here you create, change, duplicate or delete a user.

Also you define the assignment of the user to a user group.

You reach this function by choosing in the menu Administration->User->Users .

Create a new user with the icon  .

Delete a user with the icon:  .

The following wizard will appear to prepare the creation of new users.
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Assistant for user administration

Enter the data for the new user. You must fill in at least the so-called mandatory fields.

You change the data in the same way. Also the assignment to a user group can be changed.

Note
Obligatory fields are shown as incorrect fields in red unless they
contain a value (see section Incorrect Input).

The data are taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several users at once.

The data are saved to the database only if you click on  icon. This button is only
activated if you have created at least one customer in the selection list.

9.12.3 Change user password
The password of the connected user can be changed.

For that purpose you have to enter the old password,

then the new password

and afterwards the new password once more for an affirmation.
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Change user password

The data is saved, if you leave the dialog with  .

9.12.4 Administration usergroup
With this function you add, change, duplicate or delete a usergroup.

Here you define, which action this usergroup is allowed to perform and you define possible
restrictions for the data management.

You reach this function when you selectAdministration->User->User groups in the menu.

You create a new user group with the symbol  .

You delete a user group with the following symbol:  .

You duplicate a user group with the following symbol:  .

This assistant pops up to prepare the administration of user groups.
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Assistant for user group administration

Enter the data of the new user group. You have to enter at least the mandatory fields .

In the same way you change a user group.

The system contains the following user groups:

Internal: all rights, used for background-jobs• 
Administrator:: rights can be reduced• 
User: normal operator• 
Reader: handles pocket tours• 
Guest: only reading access• 

Note
Mandatory fields are shown as incorrect fields in red unless they
contain a value (see section Incorrect Input).

The data are taken over in the left selection box if you click on  icon. You can repeat this
procedure as often as you want to create several user groups at once.

The data are saved to the database only if you click on  icon. This button is only
activated if you have created at least one user group in the selection list.

You assign the available assistants by clicking on  . This button is only activated
if you have created at least one user group in the selection list.
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The following assistant is started.

User group rights administration

In the left area you see the active assistants.

In the right area there is a list of all available assistants.

To activate an assistant proceed as follows:

In the right area you select the assistants you want to activate.1. 

You click on  , to activate the assistant. It is carried from the right to the left area.2. 

To deactivate an assistant proceed as follows:

In the left area you select the assistants you want to deactivate.1. 

You click on  . The assistant is carried from to left to the right area and there it is
sorted.

2. 

To alter the sequence, use  to move items up in the selection list and  to move items down.

These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new instructions apply only if you close the

wizard with  (see section Wizards).
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In a second step further restrictions can be defined. For that purpose don't finish the first step,

but start with  the second step. Here you define access rights f.e.

Definition of individual access rights

In the left area you see the defined access rights.
This example shows a user group with Access rights for the customers with customer group =
"Export" and meters with medium = "Water".

Create a new access condition with  .

Several access conditions can be logically combined with AND or OR. With the symbol  define
the Boolean operation (AND or OR).

Delete a condiiton with the symbol:  .

These steps may be repeated as often as you want. All new instructions apply only if you close the

wizard with  (see section Wizards).
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10 Help Menu
10.1 Help
Start the online help with Help->Help.

Alternatively you can click in the main toolbar of the program on  or press the F1 key.

The online help browser opens:

The help start window

The online help window has two parts. On the left there is a selection list for navigation. On the
right is a viewer window. The contents of the viewer window are dependent on the selection in the
selection list.

The viewer window works in the same way as an Internet browser, i.e. it contains cross-links which
leads to other pages.

Note
You can enlarge the window of the online help with the mouse -
as is the standard Windows behavior - by placing the mouse on
the edge of the window and, when the cursor changes, change
the window size by moving the mouse while at the same time
holding down the left mouse button.

Note
With the Windows standard menu at the top right of the title bar
you can hide the online help, switch to full screen mode or
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switch it off.

Tip
The online help is an independent program from the perspective
of the operating system. This means that you can keep the
IZAR@NET program open and use the ALT-TAB keys to switch
between the two programs.

10.2 Show log file
If you run into trouble while using IZAR@NET, the service technician will ask you to open the
applications' log file. This file contains import information about internal states of the software and
helps to solve the problems.

WithHelp->Show log file the log file can be opened. The following dialog for reading the log file
will open.

Dialog for reading the log file

As soon the log file is read, it will be opened in the system editor. Here you can search the file or
you can save it for making it accessible for the service technician.
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Presenation of the log file in the system editor

In order to return to IZAR@NET, just close the editor and leave the dialog with  .

10.3 Remote service
If you have any problems while using IZAR@NET and if you need help, your account manager
may help you at his best, if he can see your application. In order to allow the remote help easily
and every time, you may activate the remote access on request of the technician.

The software for remote access can be launched with Help->Remote service. In the opening
dialog, you can download the software in it's latest version and you can read the manual.
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Dialog for launching der remote access

After you have activated the link for downloading and installing the software, a download dialog
opens, where you have to select Run in order to launch the software.

Launching the remote access software

After you have started the software, an advisor number (Beratungsnummer) is requested. This 6
digit number is given to you by the technician when he asks you for remote access.
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Entering the advisor number (Beratungsnummer)

After having entered the advisor number, the connection between your computer and the
technician is established. With an additional security dialog, you have to grant the access of the
technician explicitly. Only after this confirmation, the technician can see your installation and he
can operate your computer.

Note
With the remote service no technician can access your computer
unasked at any time. Moreover the remote access connection is
encrypted, thus access is impossible for any third party.

10.4 License
In the Help->License menu you can see you license details. Moreover you can export or import
your license to or from a file.

10.4.1 License information
With Help->License->License information you can see details of your license. The dialog
conatins the license number, the maximum number of logged in users and the maximum number
of meters.

Moreover you can see which software modules you are using.
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Presentation of license information

10.4.2 Export license
With Help->License->Export license you can export your license to a file in order to backup the
license or to copy it to another system.

First, you have to enter a file name with the extension .xml where the license will be written to.
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Selection of the export file

Click , to confirm and to start the export. In order to abort the export, click

.
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Export of the license

The progress of the export is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you of
what is currently happening.

To leave the dialog after the export, click  .

10.4.3 Import license
With Help->License->Import license you can import your license from a file without a dongle.

First, you have to enter a file name with the extension .xml where the license will be read from.
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Selection of the import file

Click , to confirm and to start the import. In order to abort the import, click

.
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Import of the license

The progress of the import is shown by the bar. The texts beneath the progress bar inform you of
what is currently happening.

To leave the dialog after the import, click  .

10.4.4 Register remote pocket
Use Help->License->Register remote Pocket to register an IZAR@MOBILE-installation via file.
(Use this procedure e.g. for a desktop-installation of IZAR@MOBILE.)
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Import of IZAR@MOBILE-version-file

Select the IzarMobileVersion.xml file from the izar-folder of your system-partition.

Press  to navigate to the wizard's next page.

Store license-information.
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Set the IZAR@MOBILE-installation's Control-folder as the destination for the license-information.
Note that you can also select a temporary folder to manually transfer the license-information to
your pocket at any later time.

Press  to start the registration.

In the final step switch to your IZAR@MOBILE and select Command->Load right data.

10.5 About
In the menu Help->About you can find the version and revision of the installed software.
Moreover, you can find the name of the used database and the space usage.

Program information data

10.6 Scheduler

10.6.1 Overview

The scheduler overview gives an overview over all scheduled tasks. Of special interest are:
Type, the Name, whether the job is Enabled or not, its Status when the job last executed (Last
Run) and the job's timetable (Schedule Expression) The last one just gives a summary. Open the
job for editing to get a more precise view.

The overview allows to create new jobs, to delete existing ones or to open existing ones for editing.
To delete or edit a job, mark it and choose the respective action.
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Scheduler - Overview

10.6.2 Create / Edit a Job

There are 3 steps to create / edit a job. The first step covers general information about the job: Its
name and whether it's active or not. With the latter one, the job can be deactivated without having
to delete it. The timer will keep on triggering, but the configured action, e.g. data-reduction will not
be executed.

Scheduler - Create - General

In the second step the job's timetable will be created. Therefore the user needs to decide whether
the job is a one-time task or if it's of recurring nature.

10.6.2.1 One-time:

For a one-time job, the user only has to define the specific date and time when the job
shall run.

• 

Scheduler - Create - One-time job

10.6.2.2 Periodic:

For a periodic run a Start-date should be defined. This defines the time-point when the job
becomes valid. All periodic time-points that are before the Start-date will be ignored.

• 

Along those lines the End-date: All periodic time-points after the End-date will be ignored.• 
The fields for Hour, Minute and Second can be used to enter an exact time for when the
periodic job shall be executed. Wildcards are allowed. E.g. the Hour-field can be
wildcarded using the *-character so that the job will be executed every hour.

• 

Using the Day of week-checkboxes, the days of the week can be selected on which the
job shall be executed.(Multiselection is possible)

• 

The field Day of month is used to specify a day of the month on which the job shall be
execuded. This field can also be wildcarded so that it fits every day of the month.

• 
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Using the Month-checkboxes, the months can be selected in which the job shall be
executed.(Multiselection is possible)

• 

The field Year is used to set a year in which the job is active. Via wildcard-character it can
be set to every year. It's therefore no longer relevant for filtering the time-points on which
the job shall run.

• 

Scheduler - Create - Periodic job

The Timezone-dropdown menu is used to define in which timezone the job shall run. This does not
only affect the execution time, but in some cases also the job's result. For example, a
data-reduction will run in the here defined timezone and will also reduce the measurement values
according to the here defined timezone.

Scheduler - Create - Timezonedefinition

Note: The created Schedule Expression has to be seen as a whole. Only when all conditions are
fulfilled together, will the job be executed. Therefore mutually exclusive configurations are possible:
The user can set the Day of month-value to 31 and select the Months February, April and June.
Since none of these months have a 31st day, the job will never be executed.

In the third and final step the job itself is configured. Here the data-reduction is shown as an
example. The userinterface is similar to the old one. Also the execution works as ever (see also
Data-reduction). The selection of the time-unit is new. It allows a comfortable definition of the
reduction-cycles.
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Scheduler - Create - Data-reduction
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11 Legal Notice
© HYDROMETER GmbH Ansbach / Deutschland / 2007-2013 / All rights reserved

The name IZAR@NET™, the IZAR@NET™ software and this userguide are protected by
copyright. Please adhere to the Software Transfer- and License Contract.
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12 External Licenses
Copyright law makes it mandatory we inform you that not all parts of the Software package you
acquired have been developed by Hydrometer. Rather, many parts of it were taken as so-called
Open-Source that is freely available in the internet and made into components of said package.
The transfer (assignment) of such Open-Source, though permitted on principle, require that the
pertinent license conditions are also passed on to the Customer 1:1. This condition which is
maintained by virtually all relevant licensors of such freeware (most of which are located in the
US), however, does not sufficiently take into account that there are countries outside the United
States where both a different law applies and a language other than English is spoken.

Rather, we restrain ourselves, at this place, to provide you with the pertinent internet link under
which these various conditions may at any time be downloaded.

Software License
jxl-2.6.jar GNU Lesser General Public License

log4j-1.2.8.jar Apache License, Version 2.0

poi-2.5.1-final-20040804.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

poi-contrib-2.5.1-final-20040804.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

poi-scratchpad-2.5.1-final-20040804.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

xercesImpl.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

xml-apis.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

xmlParserAPIs.jar Apache License, Version 1.1

JRE
Binary Code License Agreement
for the JAVA 2 PLATFORM STANDARD EDITION
RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT 5.0

jh.jar Binary Code License Agreement

jhall.jar Binary Code License Agreement

jhbasic.jar Binary Code License Agreement

sax2.jar public domain

Jawin GNU Lesser General Public License

Jasper GNU Lesser General Public License

ORACLE Express Edition Oracle Lizenz

Micrsosoft Active Sync Microsoft ActiveSync Lizenz

Hardlock public domain

HASP public domain

Launch4J GNU Lesser General Public License

NSIS Installer NSIS Lizenz

ZIP Info-ZIP Lizenz

UNZIP Info-ZIP Lizenz

SIV public domain
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We rely on the various copyright holders` consent with this procedure as otherwise their principle
goal of spreading their software as wide as possible would not be achievable.

Attention
However, in case you wish to transfer/assign either this
programme unchanged or as part or component of another
program or if you sell such programme in a commercial way, you
must not only download but also pass on the pertinent license
conditions as explained above.
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By opening the seal of the enclosed CD the Customer accepts the conditions of the 
following  

Softwaretransfer- and licence Contract 
 
as binding upon himself. This shall not apply if he returns this CD undamaged, and without 
having made any copy of it, together with all handbooks to the following address (date of 
dispatch shall suffice): 
 
Hydrometer GmbH 
Industriestrasse 13 
91522 Ansbach 
Germany 
 
In this case he shall be returned all payments made, save a lump sum of € 40 of ad-
ministrative expenses, which he must otherwise pay. 
 

§ 1 Subject of  this Contract 

 By payment in full of the purchase price the Customer shall acquire 

a) title in the hardware sold to  him (both media (CD´s) and handbooks) 

b) a non-exclusive licence to use the acquired Software „Hydro Radio“ in the 

version most current at the time of it’s acquisition, including all and any by 

then officially  edited updates / releases. 

 Until that time the Customer herewith receives a provisional license otherwise identi-

cal with the – final – one lined out above provided, however, he is not late in payment 

(see Art. 5, b), below). 

 

§ 2  Scope of the Licence; Assignment of Potential Shares in Copyrights to the Li-

censor 

 

(1) The Customer may employ the Software acquired from the Licensor for the 

administration of no more than the agreed-upon number of metering devices. 

In addition, though, he shall be entitled to make one back-up copy. However, 

any changes or any further development or any other modification of the Soft-

ware whatever are strictly prohibited, whether done or tried to be done either 

by the Customer himself of indirectly, through a third party. 

ANY SUCH ATTEMPT IMMEDIATELY AND AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATES the pertinent 

license as well as ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART OF THE LICENSOR FOR ANY DE-

FECTS RESULTING THEREFROM. This software may not be sublicensed nor 

transferred to anybody save with the prior explicit written consent by the Li-

censor. The decision on whether or not such consent be granted, shall be at 

the Licensor´s free discretion. 
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(2)  Any attempt at reengineering, decompilation or deassembling the acquired 

software shall be strictly prohibited. Title in the Source Code strictly and exclu-

sively remains with the Licensor at all times. 

(3) Any and all copyrights in ideas regarding specific problems as well as copy-

rights in specific solutions jointly developed therefore by the Licensor and the 

Customer shall vest exclusively with the Licensor. 

(4) There is a copyright notice installed in the Software. The Customer must nei-

ther use nor transfer this Software other than with this notice intact. Neither 

must this notice be removed from copies of the software, respectively it must 

be installed therein. Neither the Copyright Notice nor the Registration Number 

of the Software must in any way be interfered with or removed. 

§ 3 Liability for Malfunctions in the acquired Software 

(1) The Licensor shall be liable for the Software`s ability to transform the con-

sumption data feeded into it into a billable form. 

The details are set out in the enclosed handbook. ANY LIABILITY ON THE PART 

OF THE LICENSOR FOR ANY DAMAGE DERIVING FROM AVOIDABLE MISHANDLING OF 

THE ACQUIRED SOFTWARE OR FROM ITS BEING USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER 

SOFTWARE NOT THEREFORE EXPLICITLY AUTHORISED BY THE LICENSOR, OR FROM 

THE – UNAUTHORISED - ATTEMPT BY THE CUSTOMER AT EITHER MODIFYING IT IN 

GENERAL OR AT ADAPTING IT TO A SUBSEQUENTLY AMENDED WORKING ENVIRON-

MENT, SHALL BE EXPLICITLY EXCLUDED. IN CASE SUCH UN-AUTHORISED SOFTWARE 

HAS INDEED BEEN EMPLOYED OR SUCH AN ATTEMPT BEEN MADE IN CONJUNCTION 

WITH THE OCCURRENCE OF SUCH DAMAGE, THE BURDEN OF PROOF REGARDING 

THE CAUSATION OF SUCH  SOFTWARE FOR THE DAMAGE IN QUESTION SHALL LIE 

WITH THE CUSTOMER. 

(2) In case certain, discrete functions fail to work precisely as described in the 

handbook or as may otherwise be expected under the circumstances, such 

failure shall not, without more, be deemed a defect provided the programme is 

capable, in the particular case, of demonstrating the same function or effect in 

another, not substantially less plausible way (example: In a particular case the 

programme fails to show a certain development/tendency graphically, but this 

development/tendency is made transparent in a hardly less plastic way by sta-

tistical columns or numbers). 

(3) The Customer must notify the Supplier of a malfunction immediately upon 

such defect´s discovery, lining out as detailed as possible the nature and ex-

tent of such defect. Thereupon the Licensor must remove such defect by ei-

ther repairing it or by supplying a new part, at his option. After two attempts at 
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removing such defect have not been successful, the Customer shall be enti-

tled to rely on his statutory warranty rights. 

NORMALLY, SUCH REPAIR WILL BE CARRIED OUT SIMPLY BY PROVIDING TO THE 

CUSTOMER A FOLLOW-UP RELEASE OF THE ORIGINAL SOFTWARE THAT NO LONGER 

CONTAINS SUCH DEFECT. THE CUSTOMER MAY NOT REJECT THIS METHOD OF RE-

PAIR SIMPLY BECAUSE SUCH RELEASE, BESIDES REMOVING SAID MALFUNCTIONS, 

ALSO CONTAINS NEW FUNCTIONS OR OTHER AMENDMENTS TO THE ORIGINAL 

SOFTWARE ORIGINALLY PURCHASED BY HIM WHICH HE IS NOT INTERESTED IN OR 

WHICH HE DOES NOT WANT FOR ANY OTHER REASON, PROVIDED, HOWEVER, EI-

THER THE FUNCTIONING OF THE ORIGINAL SOFTWARE IS NOT SERIOUSLY DIMIN-

ISHED THEREBY OR THE UNWANTED EXTRA-FUNCTIONS/AMENDMENTS CANNOT 

EASILY BE REMOVED FROM SUCH AMENDED VERSION BY THE LICENSOR WITHOUT 

HAVING A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON ITS FUNCTIONING.  

(4) The Licensor warrants that the use of the acquired software, as foreseen in 

this contract, does not constitute a violation of any intellectual property rights 

of third parties which entitles those persons to either restrain or forbid such 

use by the Customer, provided such rights were already registered in or for 

Germany at the time this contract was concluded or that the Licensor other-

wise could not have failed to hit upon the existence of such a right within the 

course of a diligent research regarding such rights.  

(5) If the Customer is either actually sued or threatened to be sued by a third par-

ty for an alleged violation of Intellectual Property Rights – as lined out under 

para (4) above - by the use of the Software in question the Licensor shall in-

demnify and hold harmless the Customer from all damage deriving thereof to 

the Customer provided, however, that  

a) He informs the Licensor thereof forthwith (within one week of the re-

ceipt by the Customer of such claim) in writing and that, further 

b) he is granted an all-encompassing authority to conduct the negotia-

tions/litigation with such third party on behalf of the Customer in its 

own name (representative action) 

§ 4 General Liability of the Licensor 

ANY AND ALL LIABILITY OF THE LICENSOR SHALL GENERALLY BE LIMITED TO INJURIES OR DEATH OF 

PERSONS AND/OR TO DAMAGE TO MATERIAL THINGS, EXCEPT AS SET OUT HEREUNDER. ANY LIABIL-

ITY FOR DAMAGE OF A PURELY FINANCIAL NATURE, IN PARTICULAR FOR THE LOSS OF DATA OR FOR 

INDEMNIFICATION FOR CLAIMS RAISED BY THE CUSTOMER´S OWN CUSTOMERS BASED ON THE – 

ALLEGED – MALFUNCTION OF THE SOFTWARE SHALL BE LIMITED TO A MAXIMUM AMOUNT EQUAL-

LING THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY THE CUSTOMER FOR THE SOFTWARE IN QUESTION PROVIDED 
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THE LICENSOR CAN PROOF THAT THE DAMAGE IS DUE TO NO MORE THAN ORDINARY NEGLIGENCE 

ON THE PART OF EITHER HIMSELF AND/OR OF HIS VICARIOUS AGENTS 

 

The period of liability shall be 12 months. 

§ 5 Purchase Price and Late Payment 

The Price to be paid by the Customer shall be determined in concurrence with the 

„order catalogue“ current at the date when the order is received by the Licensor. 

However, only the price confirmed by the Licensor in writing shall be final and binding 

on both parties, unless it differs from the one indicated in the catalogue and the Cus-

tomer rejects the contract on this ground within 3 days after receipt of such confirma-

tion (Outside Europe: 5 days) in writing. Delay of payment results in 

 

a) interest to be paid in the amount of 8% above the base rate charged by the (Eu-

ropean Central Bank) ECB from time to time, and in 

b) the automatic stay of the Customer`s right to use the Software (licence). 

§ 6 Confidentiality 

Neither Party shall in any way make available any information of a confidential nature ob-

tained within the course of this agreement nor shall either Party use any of the information 

thus obtained for any purpose other than the one herein described, and in particular not for 

own purposes. They shall both obligate all of their employees who will likely get into contact 

with such information likewise unless such an obligation is already contained in either their 

employment contracts or in any other side-contract concluded with them. The foregoing obli-

gations are subject to the usual reservations. 

 

Neither Party may make any public reference (which is not totally ancillary) to the other Party 

by name with regard to the use or sale of the Software by the other Party without such other 

Party`s prior written consent.  

§ 7 Parol Evidence 

Any amendment to this contract, including any amendment to this clause, shall only be valid 

if made in writing. This shall also apply to ancillary or supplementary agreements  

 

§8 Applicable Law and Competent Forum 

 (1) This contract shall entirely be governed by the laws of Switzerland without th e 

Swiss provisions on conflict of laws 

 (2) Any and all disputes arising out of or in connection with this contract shall be 

exclusively decided by arbitration according to the rules of the German Arbitra-
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tion Institute by one arbitrator, the proceedings to be held at Nurem-

berg/Germany and in the English language. This clause shall not be deemed 

to prevent either party from seeking injunctive relief for which the ordinary 

Courts of Nuremberg shall be exclusively competent. 
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